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Several aspects of precompound-decay (preequilibrium) reactions, rele

vant for the application to fusion-reactor design, are considered. 

Preequilibrium angular distributions are discussed in the framework of 

the generalized exciton model. A critical discussion of the theory is 

given and various refinements are suggested. A comparison is made with 

experimental data on 14 MeV neutron-induced reactions for a large num

ber of nuclides covering the whole mass range. 

The exciton model is further generalized to the description of multi-

particle emission. Preequilibrium effects in multiple emission are 

investigated. 

Computational aspects of preequilibrium theory are examined whereby the 

exact solution for the mean exciton-state lifetimes is derived in clos

ed form. 

A random-walk model of precompound decay is developed. The dynamics of 

the nuclear relaxation process and the fluctuations originating from 

its stochastic nature are studied in detail. Uncertainty calculations 

are presented for the exciton-state lifetimes and the emission cross-

sections. 
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шяавюстошх SOTTET or REOOMMOW DKCAT 

1. The concept of ргесоароааД decay 

Reactions of light particles with nuclei at energies of soae tens of 
MeV aay be classified according to the tiae scales on which they occur. 
At very short tiae scales (~ 10"22 s) direct reactions take place, 
involving a single interaction and only very few nucIcons. At very long 
tiae scales (~ Ю -** s' particles are eaitted froa a coapound-nu-
cleus state in which the incident energy is statistically distributed 
over all nucleons, as a result of a large nuaber of intranuclear inter
actions. In this work we will exaaine reactions occurring at tiaes 
between these extreaes. They are referred to variously as precoapound 
decay or preequilibriua reactions. 

Coapound-nucleus decay and direct reactions have quite different physi
cal characteristics and are described by coapletely different theories 
(see the reviews in refs. [l] and [2j). The aost iaportant features of 
direct reactions are the diffraction structure of the angular distribu
tions which are forward peaked, and the high selectivity which mani
fests itself in the excitation of particular levels of the residual 
nucleus. 
In contrast, particles emitted froa a coapound-nucleus state show a 
Naxwellian spectrum and syaaetrlc angular distributions. In reaching 
the compound-nucleus state, the inforaation about the initial state is 
gradually lost; the decay of the compound nucleus aay then be consider
ed to be independent of the details of its formation. This is Bohr's 
famous amnesia hypothesis [з] proposed in 1936. The first aatheaatical 
formulation was presented by Weisskopf [4] in his evaporation model. 
Here, the extremely high level density of highly excited nuclei provid
ed the opportunity to apply statistical methods to describe the decay 
of the compound nucleus. 

Precompound decay, the intermediate stage between the direct and coa-
pound reaction mechanisms, is characterized experimentally by smooth 
forward-peaked angular distributions and pronounced high-energy tails 
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in the spectra of emitted particles. In the theoretical description of 

precompound processes, statistical methods are applied by averaging 

over energy levels. However, Bohr's amnesia assumption is no longer 

valid, since precompound emission takes place prior to the attainment 

of statistical equilibrium within the excited nucleus. In other words, 

the formation and decay modes are not independent. Present theories of 

precompound decay are semi-phenomenological attempts to explain the 

high-energy tails and forward-peaked angular distributions of precom

pound processes by extending the statistical model of compound decay to 

the preequilibrium phase. 

2. Practical aamllcaCiema off precemlUbrimm tmemry 

Before discussing the various preequilibrium models presently in use, 

we review some practical applications. Since precompound decay is of 

importance in the energy range from 10 to 100 HeV, preequilibrium theo

ry is relevant, for instance, for reactions induced by 14 HeV neutrons 

originating from the (d,t) fusion reaction. \t 14 HeV the precompound 

processes comprise 30 to 402 of the inelastic scattering cross-section. 

The most important application is related to the evaluation of nuclear 

data for reactions in structural materials with neutrons originating 

from thermo-nuclear processes: i.e., for fusion-reactor design [5-7], 

but, regrettably, also for weapons research. Other applications lie in 

the domain of radiotherapy [8] (cancer research), shielding of acceler

ators (ref. [ 7{, pp. 431 and 553) and production of radioactive iso

topes [9]. 

Let us discuss the application to fusion reactors in some more detail. 

Reactor-design calculations require vast amounts of nuclear data, con

sisting of different types of cross-sections for a large number of 

nuclei. These data are processed and stored in a specific format in 

order to be used as input to neutton-transport, activation and radia

tion-damage calculations with respect to the first wall and the blanket 

of fusi.Mi-reactor devices. Only a small fraction of these data can be 

measured. Consequently, the experimental data are to be supplemented by 

computations based on reliable theoretical models. A careful evaluation 

is called for. 
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To aid fusion-reactor design, at present several sources with high 

energy and flux are being constructed, e.g., the Fusion Materials 

Irradiation Test (FMIT) Facility at Hanford (USA) [7]. 

The flux strongly varies as a function of angle and a broad neutron 

spectrum is obtained (up to 50 MeV). Thus, cross-sections up to 50 MeV 

are needed for a number of purposes: 

(i) shielding calculations; 

(ii) activation cross-sections; 

(iii) dosimetry; 

(iv) gas-production cross-sections (H and He); 

(v) materials damage calculations. 

The cross-sections needed include both energy and angular distributions 

of emitted particles. Multi-particle emission should also be included, 

since these reactions have considerable cross-sections at the energies 

considered. 

The work presented here has been done with the technological applica

tions to fusion-reactor design in mind. This implies the need for a 

simple theory permitting the development of fast numerical codes, in 

order to scan the relevant parameter space (nuclear mass number, ener

gy) and to produce nuclear data files with a reasonable amount of ef

fort. It may be noted that, on the basis of the present work, at ECN-

Petten existing codes for reactor-design calculations have been adapted 

in order to Include preequilibrium effects. 

3* Models for preequilibrium reactions 

Since the basic work of Griffin [lO] in 1966, a variety of different 

preequilibrium models have been developed. Reviews are found in refs. 

[11-14]. The most widely used models are the intranuclear cascade mod

el, the Harp-Miller-Berne model and, particularly, the exciton and 

hybrid models. 

A classical approach to precompound decay is provided by the intranu

clear cascade model [l5, 16]. The classical trajectories of the parti

cles inside the nucleus are followed in coordinate space by means of 

Monte-Carlo methods. When incident-nucleon wavelengths are short rela

tive to internucleon distances (i.e. energies in excess of 100 MeV) the 
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collisions can be treated as quasi-free scattering processes. In the 

cascade model, two-body scattering is assumed and the numerical simula

tion of the scattering process is based on experimental free nrcleon-

nucleon scattering cross-sections and angular distributions. Until 

recently, the cascade model was the only preequilibrium model able to 

predict angular distributions of emitted particles. However, emission 

into the backward hemisphere is underestimated by several orders of 

magnitude. 

In the Harp-Miller-Berne model [l7] the energy scale is divided in bins 

of a certain width, e.g. 1 MeV, and the number of available single-

particle levels is computed, usually in the framework of the Fermi-gas 

model. The occupation of nucleons in each bin changes in time due to 

the intranuclear collisions, which are assumed to have a two-body char

acter. The evolution of this excited nuclear Fermi gas is followed 

through numerical computation of the relative occupation of each bin as 

a function of time by solving a set of coupled differential equations. 

The transition rates are obtained from experimental free nucleon-nu-

cleon scattering cross-sections. In contrast to the cascade model, this 

model permits a quantum-statistical treatment. However, it cannot make 

predictions of angular distributions. Another practical disadvantage of 

the Harp-Miller-Berne model is its computational complexity. To over

come this difficulty, additional assumptions have to be introduced. 

This is done in the exciton and hybrid models, which have become the 

most popular preequilibrium models. 

The exciton and hybrid models, originating from the work of Griffin 

[lO], are closely related. In these models the nuclear state is charac

terized by the excitation energy E and the total number n of particles 

above and holes below the Fermi surface. Particles and holes are indis

criminately referred to as excitons. 

Furthermore, it is assumed that all possible ways of sharing the exci

tation energy between different particle-hole configurations with the 

same exciton number n have equal a-priori probability. 

Instead of tracing the evolution of the occupation of each energy bin, 

as In the Harp-Miller-Berne model, one merely traces the temporal de

velopment of the exciton number, which changes In time as a result of 

intranuclear two-body collisions. 
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This assumption makes preequilibrium theory amenable for practical 

calculations. The price to be paid, however, Is the introduction of a 

free parameter, viz. the average matrix element of the residual two-

body interaction, occurring in the transition rates between two exciton 

states. 

Qualitatively, the equilibration process of the excited nucleus is 

imagined to proceed as follows (see figure 1). After entering the tar

get nucleus, the incident particle collides with one of the nucleons of 

the Fermi sea. Thus, an initial state with n = 3 is formed (in the 

case of nucleon-induced reactions). 

Subsequent interactions result in changes in the number of excitons, 

characterized by An - +2 (a new particle-hole pair) or An = -2 (annihi

lation of a particle-hole pair) or An = 0 (creation of a different 

configuration with the same exciton number). In the first stage of the 

process, corresponding to low exciton numbers, the An = +2 transitions 

are predominant. However, at any stage there is a non-zero probability 

that a particle is emitted. Should this happen at an early stage, it is 

intuitively clear that the emitted particle retains some "memory" of 

the incident energy and direction: Bohr's amnesia hypothesis is not 

valid. This phase is called the preequilibrium phase, which is expected 

to be responsible for the experimentally observed high-energy tails and 

forward-peaked angular distributions. If emission does not occur at an 

early stage, the system eventually reaches a (quasi-)equilibrium. The 

equilibrium situation, corresponding to high exciton numbers, is estab

lished after a large number of interactions, i.e. after a long lapse of 

time, and the system has "forgotten" about the initial state. Accor

dingly, this stage may be called the compound or evaporation stage. 

The equilibration process is most completely described quantitatively 

by the master-equation exciton model. 

The other types of exciton and hybrid models may be considered simpli

fications or variants of this model. The master-equation model, which 

predicts the energy distributions of emitted particles, is discussed in 

the next aection. 
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Figure 1. A schematlcal representation of the equilibration process as 
formulated in the exciton models. The relative probability 
and the direction of the transitions is roughly indicated by 
the length and the direction of the arrows. 

4» The maeter-eqriation exciton model 

The preequilibrium master equation was first proposed by Cllne and 
Blann [l8]. Let q(n,t) be the probability that the nuclear system is In 
exciton state n at time t. For notational simplicity, we do not 
indicate the dependence on the excitation energy. The dependence on 
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angular momentum and parity is not taken into account in the model. The 
time evolution of the exciton probability distribution is now given by 
the master equation: 

d q(n,t)/dt = X. (n-2) q(n-2,t) + X (n+2) q(n+2,t) 
- [\+(n) + X~(n) + w(n)] q(n,t). (1) 

Here, \+(n) and \~(n) are the internal transition rates from 
state n with Дп = +2 and Дп = -2, respectively, whereas w(n) indicates 
the total emission rate from state n summed over all outgoing particles 
and energies. Equation (1) is a gain-loss equation, the positive terms 
representing the feeding to a particular state n and the negative terras 
describing the loss to other states. The term with w is a sink term 
describing the decay of the nucleus. To solve equation (1) it should be 
supplemented by an initial condition. For nucleon-induced reactions the 
mcst obvious choice is q(n,0) = 6 with n„ = 3. 

n,nQ 0 
We note that in equation (1) the transitions with An = 0, having 
transition rates X (n), cancel and therefore do not contribute. 
To calculate the emission rates, Cline and Blann [18] and Cline [l9,20] 
derived expressions from the principle of microscopic reversibility. 
The emission rate from exciton state n for a particle b with energy e, 
relative mass u D

 ana< spin s 0 is 
2sb+l <A)(P-Pb,h,u) 

wb(n,e) = -у-з u b e o b l n y(e) ' V n ) * (2) 

% Ъ io(p,h,E) 
For the emission of complex particles additional factors are sometimes 
introduced [19-21J. In equation (2), a. (e) is the inverse 
reaction cross-section which is calculated from the optical model; 
tt)(p,h,E) is the particle-hole state density with p and h being the 
number of particles and holes, respectively (n e p+h). U is the excita
tion energy of the residual nucleus, and QD(n) is a factor accounting 
f<r the distinguishability of neutrons and protons. 
Much effort has been devoted to investigating the particle-hole densi
ties. On the assumption of equidistant level spacing, Ericson [22] 
derived an expression, subsequently corrected by Böhning [23], Williams 
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[24] and BStak and DobeS [25] for the effect of the Paul! exclusion 
principle and for the finite depth of the potential well: 

[gE-A(p,h)]n-1 - C(p,h)n_1 

u)(p,h,E) = g . (3) 
p! h! (n-1)! 

Here, g is the single-particle level density, A(p,h) e (p2+h2+p-
3h)/4 is the correction for the Pauli principle and C(p,h) = gh(E-Ep) 
- hA(p,h) corrects for the finite depth. 
The internal transition rates are calculated [lO] with the aid of 
Fermi's golden rule of time-dependent perturbation theory: 
\(n-*n') = 2n <M2> o)f/h, with <M2> being the average squared ma
trix element of the residual interaction and u f being the density 
of the accessible final states. Expressions for the final state den
sities are discussed in refs. [25-27]. 
The transition rates become [25] 

2я , /C(p-l,h-l) \n"3 
X (n) - — <M% { gph(n-2) [l ] , (4) 

Ъ \gE-A(p-l,h-l)/ 

2n - _ [gE-A(p+l,h+l)]n+1 - [C(p+l,h+l)Jn+1 

X (П) " Г <M > 2(£ï) n̂ ï '(5) 
[gE - A(p,h)] 

It has been pointed out [28j (see Chapter II) that in the investigation 

of the angular distributions An * 0 transitions do play a role. There

fore we give its transition rate [27, 29] 

X°(n) - ~ <M2> ^ [gE-Hp2+h2)] [p(p-l)+h(h-l)+4ph]. (6) 

In practical calculations E is usually replaced by E-P, where P is an 

overall pairing-energy correction. 

As discussed before, the average squared matrix element <M2> is con

sidered to be a free parameter. This problem stimulated the development 

of a variety of exciton models, in particular of the hybrid model. 

These will be considered in more detail in the next section. Tut» fol-
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lowing semi-empirical expression [291 has become very popular and suc
cessful in practical applications 

<M > = cA~J E~ , (7) 

where A is the mass number of the composite nucleus and с is a con
stant to be adjusted. Equation (7) can be approximately justified on 
the basis of the proparties of nucleon-nucleon collisions in nuclear 
matter, on the assumption that g ~ A. 

From equations (4) and (5) we see that X+(n) ~ g^E^/n, whereas 
\~(n) ~ gn^. Accordingly, at low n we have X. >> X.-, and the 
equilibration process will proceed mainly in the direction of increas
ing complexity in the initial stages. At high n we have \ + << X~. 
Thus, at later times an equilibrium is established with an exciton 
distribution centred about an equilibrium exciton number n ~ VgE, de
fined by \ (n) = X (n). This is in accordance with the intuitive no
tions about the preequilibrium and equilibrium processes as explained 
in the previous section. 

Now, on the basis of equations (2)-(7), the master equation (1) may be 
solved for the exciton probability distribution q(n,t). For the calcu
lation of emission cross-sections, however, the only quantity required 
is the mean lifetime of an exciton state x(n) defined by 

т(п) = ƒ q(n,t) dt. (8) 
0 

The average cross-section for emission of particle b with energy e is 

then given by 

^ (a,b) = oa Z wb(n,e) t(n), (9) 
n 

where a denotes the type of the incident particle, and oa is the 

composite-nucleus formation cross-section. The way of determining the 

mean lifetimes has given rise to a lot of debate [l2, 13, 18, 26, 30-

38] and provided a second reason for many different formulations of the 

exciton model. 
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Equations (l)-(9) constitute a frequently employed formulation of the 

master-equation exciton model. In the next section we discuss a number 

of problems and shortcomings related to the model. 

5. Problems of the exciton model 

Criticism of the preequilibrium exciton models usually comprises one or 

more of the following arguments: 

(i) Not being derived from the Schrödinger equation, the exciton 

model must be classified as phenoroenological. 

(ii) It has introduced a free parameter, the average matrix element, 

so that cross-sections may only be calculated on a relative ba

sis. 

(iii) Simplifying physical assumptions have resulted in a loss of in

formation on e.g., angular distributions and angular-momentum 

effects. In addition, the model has been mainly directed to nu

cleoli emission, whereas multi-particle, complex-particle and 

gamma emission has been comparatively neglected. 

(iv) Other simplifying assumptions sometimes introduced, e.g., to the 

calculation of mean lifetimes, where numerical calculations are 

otherwise considered to be Impractical. 

We will discuss these points in brief below. 

The criticism headed under (I) Is the most fundamental. Recently, 

Feshbach et al. [.39] have developed an alternative to the present phe

nomenological models, called the multi-step direct/multi-step compound 

model. However, their model is very complicated and has still to be 

experimentally verified. In another approach Agassi et al. [40, 41] and 

Bunakov et al. | 42-45] attempt to justify the existing phenomenological 

models of precompound decay on the basis of the statistics of the nu

clear matrix elements and by deriving quantum-mechanical master equa

tions for finite open systems, respectively. 

The attempt to avoid free parameters In the exciton model has led to 

the development of the hybrid models by Blann [46, 47]. This approach 

trle3 to combine the favourable features of both the exciton and the 

Harp-Miller-Berne model (for this reason it Is called "hybrid"). The 

An • +2 transition rates are calculated from the mean free path of 
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nucleons in nuclear matter, so that there are no adjustable parameters 
left. The Milan group has tried to achieve this in the framework, of the 
exciton model [48, 49]. These approaches neglect the contribution of 
the An = -2 transitions. They therefore have the drawback that it is no 
longer possible to describe precompound and compound processes in a 
unified way: these have to be separated in an artificial manner. For 
the master-equation exciton model, an attempt to remove adjustable 
parameters has been made by Gudima et al. [.50]. 

Originally, the exciton model could only describe energy spectra of the 
first emitted particles, with emphasis on nucleon emission in nucleon-
induced reactions. Meanwhile, a number of refinements and extensions 
have been introduced. We list a few. Replacing the phase space used in 
the intranuclear cascade model by the particle-hole space of the exci
ton model reduced the complexity, but also precluded the prediction of 
angular distributions. In recent years there has been considerable 
effort to extend the exciton model to the description of preequiltbrium 
angular distributions [l4, 28, 39, 51-7l]. 
The generalized exciton model of Mantzouranis et al. [51, 52] is clos
est to the spirit of the standard exciton model and is by now the best 
studied one [28, 54, 60-64, 70, 7l] (see Chapters II and III). 
Complex-particle emission still constitutes a controversial problem 
[l2, 14, 19, 21, 72-76], as is the case with preequilibrium gamma emis
sion [77, 78]. Multi-particle emission has been discussed in refs. 
[79-82] in the framework of both the hybrid and exciton models (see 
Chapter IV). The inclusion of angular-momentum effects in preequili
brium theory [65, 83-85] is at an early stage. 

As alluded to above, many different formulations of the exciton model 
originate in attempts to simplify computational problems arising in 
calculations of the exciton-state lifetimes. For Instance, one encount
ers the following expressions for the lifetimes: t(n) = constant [30, 
31]; = l/X+(n) [26]; » l/(X+(n)+A°(n)+X"(n)+w(n)) [32]. A more 
sophisticated approximative expression in closed form has been proposed 
by Gadioll et al. [l2]. Wu and Chang [ЗЗ] employ yet another expression 
which, however, contains an error (discussed in Chapter IV). Further
more, solutions to the master equations can be found by numerical 
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integration [ 18, 8б] and by iterative procedures [36]. Luider [l3, 35] 
was the first to use a simple linear-equation solver. Exact, analyti
cal solutions for the mean lifetimes are found in refs. [37, 38] ( see 
Appendix B). A number of approximations and assumptions underlying 
different formulations of precorapound theory are discussed in ref. 
[87]. In our opinion, all approximative expressions for the mean life
times are superfluous, since as we shall see the exact ones are easily 
derived and fast and simple algorithms are available. Therefore, even 
from the point of view of computational convenience there is no reason 
to prefer the simplified exciton-model approaches to the master-equa
tion model. Moreover, the simplified "never-come-back" approaches 
complicate computation of multi-particle emission (see Chapter IV). 

Finally, we mention that the master equation is encountered in a very 
wide field of applications. 
Associated with the name of Paul! (1928) [88J, the master equation 
plays a very important role in nonequilibrium quantum-statistical me
chanics. For a recent survey, the reader is referred to Kreuzer [89]. 
General properties of master-equation systems are discussed in the 
reviews by Haken [90], Schnakenberg [9l] and Oppenheim et al. [92]. 
Apart from the exciton model, master equations have been employed in 
nuclear physics by Koeling [93] for gamma-ray cascades and by Blann 
[94] and Yoshida [95] in the description of heavy-ion reactions. Other 
applications of master-equation techniques are found in solid-state and 
laser physics [90, 96], in chemistry [92] (e.g., kinetics of coupled 
chemical reactions), and biology [91J (e.g., diffusion of electrolyte 
solutions through cell membranes). An amusing example is found in so
ciology, where master equations have been used to describe the forma
tion and the dynamics of public opinion [96]. It has been pointed out 
[41, 97] that the study of master equations in nuclear physics is of 
interest to the nonequilibrium quantum-statistical mechanics of rela
tively small systems. 

6. This work 

The starting point of the present work Is the master-equation model, as 
formulated in equations (l)-(9). The attractive feature of the master-
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equation approach Is that it gives a unified treatment of the nuclear 
reaction process with respect to the continuum emission. 
We investigate the extension of the model to the description of angular 
distributions and to multi-particle emission. Furthermore, the dynamics 
of the reaction process is considered in some detail, including the 
uncertainty properties resulting from the stochastic nature of the 
process. Computational aspects of the model are studied. Numerical 
calculations have been performed with the code PREANG [62] (see also 
Chapter II and Appendix B), which is an adaptation and extension of the 
codes PREEQ [86] and PREEQ-ECN [l3]. The PREANG code has been further 
extended for use as a module in the PRANG program library, which calcu
lates multi-particle emission cross-sections, emission spectra and 
angular distributions. Details are found in Chapter IV. 

In Chapter II, we discuss preequilibrium angular distributions in the 
framework of the generalized exciton model of Mantzouranis et al. [51, 
52]. A number of mathematical improvements are introduced whereby a 
systematic comparison of theory and experiment becomes feasible. The 
experimental data used to test the theory are taken from the work of 
Hermsdorf et al. [98] on 14 MeV neutron-induced reactions. In Chapter 
III some physical improvements of the generalized exciton model are 
discussed, by taking into account several physical effects previously 
neglected in the model. This leads to improved agreement with measured 
data. In Chapter IV we develop a random-walk model of precompound decay 
(see figure 2). Its dynamics can be very elegantly studied by means of 
generating-function methods. Furthermore, it is possible to derive a 
consistent and computationally simple formulation of multi-particle 
emission. Preequilibrium effects in multi-particle emission are examin
ed. Chapter V is devoted to variances of and correlations between exci-
ton-state lifetimes and of emission cross-sections. 
In Appendix A the random-walk and master-equation formulations of pre
compound decay are compared. A necessary and sufficient condition for 
their equivalence is derived. 
In Appendix В an analytical solution of the time-integrated master 
equation is presented and compared with expressions employed in other 
formulations of the exciton model. This exact solution is used as the 
basis of the calculation of mean exciton-state lifetimes in the code 
PREANG. 
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Figure 2. Random-walk model of precorapound decay. The evolution of a 

highly excited nucleus is viewed as a random walk allowing 

for steps in the forward, backward and sideward directions. 

The holes in the road represent the decay of the nucleus as a 

result of emission. The value of the exciton number is indi

cated by the distance from the saloon. The probabilities are 

such that the walking nucleus will end up somewhere half-way 

between the saloon and the house, if it is not trapped by a 

hole before. The lamp-post symbolizes the physicist who at

tempts to throw some light on the fundamental processes in 

nature. 
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CHAPTER I I 

Angular distributions in a unified model of preequilibrium and equilibrium neutron emission * 

An alternative mathematical formulation is presented for the generalized master equation of the exciton 
model, introduced by Mantzouranis et al. to describe preequilibrium effects in angular distributions of 
emitted particles in nuclear reactions. The exciton model proposed in this p?.per includes internal transitions 
with Дп = 2, 0, - 2 . and describes both the preequilibrium and the equilibrium stag» of the reaction 
process. Л simple, but exact formula is given to calculate mean lifetimes of exciton states and their 
Legendre coefficients, from which double differential cross sections can be easily calculated. The 
mathematical improvements of the generalized exciton model greatly facilitate a systematical comparison 
with experimental data. In this paper the neutron inelastic scattering data for 34 elements measured by 
Hennsdorf et al. at 14.6 MeV were used for such intercomparison. The results show underestimation of 
angular distributions at backward angles. However, a good overall fit of all angular distributions is obtained 
by adjustment of only two global parameters. It is concluded that further study with regard to the physics 
of the model is required. Some local variations in the angular distribution coefficients as a function of the 
mass number might be ascribed to level-density effect. Although it appeared that the presently adopted 
formulas and parameters in exciton model calculations are not adequate to give detailed predictions of the 
energy and angular distributions, meaningful improvements were obtained by variation of final-state 
parameters. Finally, some attention was devoted to the unification of the exciton and Hauser-Feshbach 
models. By introducing a proper definition of "equilibrium" emission it is shown that consistent results are 
obtained for neutron emission spectra calculated with the two models. 

NUCLEAR REACTIONS Be, C, Na, Mg, Al, SI, P. S, Ca, Ti , V, Cr, Mn, Fe, 
Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Ga, Se, Br, Zr, Nb, Cd, In, Sn, Sb, I, Ta, W, Au, Hg, Pb, 
Bi(n,nx), E = 14.6 MeV; calculated а ( £ „ , в ) , Legendre coefficients. Gener
alized exciton model, preequilibrium and equilibrium analysis, Hauser-Fesh

bach model. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Preequilibrium statistical theory has proved to 
be very useful for calculating spectra of light 
particles emitted in nuclear reactions at energies 
ranging from 10 up to about 100 MeV. An im
portant problem in preequilibrium theory is how 
to describe the angular distributions of emitted 
particles. In this paper we will discuss this 
problem in the framework of the exciton model. 
Several improvements of the theory are proposed. 
Comparison is made with experimental data of in
elastic neutron scattering at 14.6 MeV for a set of 
34 nuclides, a choice motivated by our interest in 
possible applications of this work, e.g., in the 
field of design calculations for future fusion re
actors. Some theoretical results presented here 
have already been published in a short communi
cation.1 

For the analysis of preequilibrium angular dis
tribution", Mantzouranis el at.23 have proposed a 
generalization of the master-equation excitcn 
model for fast nucleons as incoming particles. 

In this model, the state of the composite nucleus 
is thought to be characterized at each time / by 
the exciton number n and a direction ft, which 
corresponds to the direction of the projectile on 
its way inside the nucleus. In a series of binary 
collisions with the target nucleons, the projectile 
gradually loses its energy as well as its correla
tion with the incident, forward direction. It is 
assumed that, when emission occurs from a 
nucleus in state (w, П), the direction of the emit
ted particle coincides with Q. Thus, the first 
few collisions (also corresponding to the lowest 
exciton numbers) generate the forward peaking 
in the emission cross sections, which distinguishes 
the preequilibrium part from the evaporative part 
of the reaction. 

The above-mentioned authors factorizr the 
generalized internal transition rates from state 
(n,Q) to state (»н,П') into the usual transition 
rates between different exciton states and an an
gle-dependent part that is supposed to br propor
tional to the differential free nucleon-nucleon 
scattering cross section: 

* Reprinted from: J.M. Akkermans, H. Gruppelaar and G. Reffo, 
Phys. Rev. C22 (1980) 73. 
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Let <?(и.П,/) denote the occupation probability for 
the composite nucleus state (м.Я) at time /. The 
generalized master equation then reads 

at „*-», J 

-q(n,n.t)(v(n)+ £ > „ . . ) . 

(2) 

where we have included an emission term with 
emission rate Ми). The positive terms at the 
right-hand side of Eq. (2) describe the feeding to 
state infO) from all possible states (m, ГГ), 
whereas the negative terms account for the losses 
of the system due to emission and to transitions to 
other exciton states. 

Strictly speaking, transitions with Дл = 0 have to 
be included in the generalized master equation. In 
contrast to the angle-integrated case, these >° 
terms may not be dropped from the equation be
cause of the fact that each collision contributes to 
the loss of correlation with the initial direction, 
irrespective of whether the exciton number has 
been changed after the collision or not. Carrying 
out a solid-angle integration in Eq. (2), the Дл = 0 
terms cancel and the well-known angle-integrated 
master equation is left4: 

^ ^ ( и , / ) = \ * ( и - 2 М и - 2 , / ) + Л - ( я + 2 М я + 2 , / ) 

-?(я,/}(«•(")+**(")+ >"(*) | . (3) 

where А*(я)= »„_,, , . 
Comparing Eqs. (2) and (3), it is obvious that 

the solid-angle integrals in Eq. (2) spoil the s im
ple mathematical structure of the master equation 
(3). Mantzouranis el nl. have solved the general
ized master equation by numerical methods. How
ever, these methods are very time consuming. 
Moreover, the calculations of spectra and of an
gular distributions have to be performed in com
pletely different ways. In this paper it is shown 
that it is possible to reduce the generalized mas
ter equation to a form similar to that of the stan
dard master equation (3). This reduction offers 
a very fast and simple method to calculate both 
nucleon spectra and angular distributions, without 
needing to introduce approximations. 

In Sec. II this quite general formalism for the 
solution of the generalized master equation is dis
cussed. An important aspect of the model is that 
both equilibrium and preequilibrium components 
are treated in a consistent way. The relation with 

previously introduced closed-form expressions is 
also shortly discussed. Section III specifies the 
model parameters, which have been adopted to 
calculate the angular distributions. 

The above-mentioned mathematical improve
ments of the model facilitate a systematical in-
tercomparison of experimental and calculated data 
for a large class of experiments, such as those 
performed by Hermsdorf el al.b for neutron-in
duced emission spectra at 14.6 MeV. The re
sults of this comparison for neutron emission 
spectra and angular distributions are discussed 
in Sec. IV. In this discussion the role of level 
densities in calculations with preequilibrium 
models is emphasized. The relation with conven
tional statistical-model calculations is also indi
cated. For this purpose, rather sophisticated cal
culations have been performed with a recently 
developed code.8 Finally, in Sec. V some conclu
sions and recommendations for further develop
ment of the theory are given. 

II. GENERAL THEORY OF THE GENERALIZED EXCITON 
MODEL 

A. Dogonjlization of the integral operator 

In order to reduce the generalized master equa
tion (2), let us investigate the e igenf unctions of the 
integral operator V defined by 

Г/(П) = fda'CAn,Q')№'). (4) 

where f is any quadratically integrable function 
on the surface of the unit ball, and the kernel О 
is given by Eq. (1). 

As a consequence of Eq. (1), the integral kernel 
G only depends on the angle nr between the ingoing 
and outgoing directions Ü and Q'. Hence it is 
possible to expand the kernel G into a Legendre 
polynomial series . The addition theorem for 
spherical harmonics then leads to the conclusion 
that the spherical harmonics form a complete set 
of eigenfunctions of the integral operator V. In 
Ref. 1 this result was obtained by applying Schur's 
lemma. 

Due to the axial symmetry of the solutions 
qbiM.t) of Eq. (2) with respect to the incident 
direction of the projectile (rf. rvf. 3. Appendix 
A), we only have to deal with those eigenfunctions 
of V that are independent of the azimuthal angle Л, 
i.e.. the Legendre polynomials /',. Therefore, the 
integral operator occurring in the generalized 
master equation can be diagonalized according to 

ƒ rfnY;(n,n'V»,(cos»')- j.,/Mros<>). (5) 

where >i, is the eigenvalue of V corresponding to 
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the Legendre polynomial of order !. 
The eigenvalues can be determined as follows. 

Choosing fl = 0 in Eq. (5). we may define 
f2'G(Q,Q')(Ié'=h(x), where л = cosor. In general, 

then, the eigenvalues ц., are simply given by 

n r ( bMP,{x)dx. (6) 

The evaluation of these integrals will be discussed 
in more detail in Sec. III. 

Next, we expand the generalized occupation pro
bability ([(n,n,l) into a Legendre polynomial 
series: 

7;«,^,/)=£T),(w,f)P,(cosé>). (7) 
r 

Making use of Eqs. (5) and (7), taking advantage 
of the orthogonality of the Legendre polynomials, 
the generalized master equation reduces to the 
following set of equations: 

— TJ,(M, /) = ц ,\'(n - 2)n,(n - 2, t) at 
+ й,А"(и + 2)г),(и + 2 , / ) 

- n , ( i t , / ) M « ) + Х'(и)+ Х"(я) 

+ (1-М,)Х°(я)]. (8) 
Thus, the integro-differential equation (2) has 

been transformed to a set of linear differential 
equations, one for each Legendre polynomial of 
order /. The form of these new master equations 
for the Legendre coefficients of q(n, Q,l) is iden
tical with that of the angle-integrated master 
equation (3). Consequently, the calculation of 
preequilibrium angular distributions and the de
termination of preequilibrium spectra can be per
formed along exactly the same lines. In particu
lar, the same routines in a computer code can be 
used. 

B. Solution of the generalized master equation 

Let us write Eq. (8) in matrix form 

^ Д , ( / ) = £ , Ч , ( ' ) . (») 

Неге, #, symbolizes the matrix of the transition 
rates. Equation (8) shows that we are dealing with 
a tridiagonal matrix, a consequence of the postu
lated two-body nature of the intranuclear colli
sions. 

Since ƒ rfn'G(Q, Г2') = 1 according to Eq. (1), it 
is immediately seen from Eq. (6) that /i0 = 1 and 
i д,|--' 1 ior l> 1. It may be noted therefore that 

for / = 0, the X° transitions cancel and that B„ is 
identical with the transition rate matrix of the 
angle-integrated master equation (3). 

With the aid of standard matrix-algebraic 

theorems it is easily demonstrated that the tran
sition matrix B, ran be diagonalized. and that all 
its eigenvalues are real and negative.7 Luider8 

already proved this for the angle-integrated mas
ter equation. Hence, the analytical, time-depen
dent solution of the generalized master equation 
is 

Д,(/) = £ ( г , ) е ( у , ) , е х р К < ' , ) ( / | . (10) 
t 

where (vr)f and (f,)( denote the eigenvectors and 
eigenvalues of B,, respectively, and (c,)t are in
tegration constants to be determined from the ini
tial condition. 

Next, let us denote by p the maximum eigenvalue 
of B0 (i.e., the eigenvalue with the smaiiest abso
lute value). Then it may be inferred from the 
Perron-Frobenius theorem and a lemma due to 
Wielandt (see. e.g.. Ref. 9) that 

v,<p (I? 1) (11) 
for all eigenvalues v, of B,. Accordingly, after a 
long lapse of time, the 1=0 term in Eq. (10) with 
eigenvalue о will dominate. This formally proves 
that the angular distributions аь predicted by the 
generalized master equation will become isotropic 
in the limit / - <*. This agrees with the intuitive 
picture that the forward peaking in the angular dis
tributions should be produced in the first stages 
of the reaction, whereas the evaporational part 
which corresponds to emission at later times 
should be roughly isotropic. Figure 1 illustrates 
this effect for the case of "Nb. Here, the time 
evolution of the neutron emission cross section 
(dn/dü)(n,n') is shown by integrating Eq. (10) 
from 1 = 0 up to a given time T. 

С Time integral over the solution 

In direct generalization of the standard exciton 
model, the double differential cross section can 
be computed from 

;gj(«,M = ^2>>,e)T(,,,n), (12) 

where т(и, fi)= f"q(n,Qj)d/, na is the composite 
nucleus formation cross section, and tvb(n,t) de
notes the average emission rate of particle ft with 
energy t from exciton state n. The summation in 
Eq. (12) extends over all possible exciton numbers 
n, thus yielding both the preequilibrium and the 
equilibrium contributions to the cross section. 

With regard to applications, therefore, we are 
mainly interested in the total time integral of the 
generalized occupation probability. The preceding 
results enable us to directly calculate this time 
integral т(и, Л). For that purpose т(и, П) is also 
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FIG. 1. Time evolution of neutron emission cross 
section (d(j/dü)(n,n') for ,3Nb at £=14. 6 MeV. No 
secondary neutron emission has been taken into account. 

expanded into a Legendre ser ies : 

т(и,П) = £ Е,(и)Я,(со80). (13) 

Owing to the fact that all eigenvalues of ; ; , are 
real and negative, time integration of Eq. (9) 
from / = 0 up to infinity immediately yields 

-Tj,(/ = 0) = B,f , . (14) 

Here, the left-hand side contains the Legendre 
coefficients of the initial condition, to be further 
discussed in Sec. III. Equation (14) uniquely de
termines the total time integral т(и, ft). 

Instead of solving the generalized master equa
tion (2) numerically and computing the time inte
gral of the solution iteratively, Eqs. (13) and (14) 
show that the same can be accomplished in a much 
more convenient way by solving a set of simple 
tridiagonal matrix equations. A special feature of 
our formulation is that it directly gives the Legen
dre expansion coefficients of the anjTilar distribu
tions. 

Figure 2 shows the angular dependence of the 

FIG. 2. Angular dependence of mean lifetime т (п,П) 
for different values of n. The values т (п,П) have been 
normalized to 1 at в ьши = 0. Calculations have been 
performed for "Nb+я at E = 14.6 MeV. The solid lines 
represent the results of a calculation with the full gen
eralized m ister equation; the dashed lines are cal
culated with X°=0. Here, n0=3. 

quantities т(и, Q) determined according to Eq. 
(14) for different exciton numbers. The solid lines 
represent values of r(n,Q), normalized to unity at 
4 = 0 and calculated for MNb + и at an incident neu
tron energy of 14.6 MeV. These curves give an 
impression of the loss of correlation with incident 
direction, when the exciton number n increases 
(i.e., when the number of intranuclear collisions 
that has taken place increases). The dashed lines 
in Fig. 2 represent the same quantities calculated 
by neglecting x" transitions. It is clearly demon
strated that >° transitions contribute to a more 
rapid convergence to isotropy, as pointed out in 
the Introduction. 

[). Closed-form expressions for the angular distributions 

.^rcording to the generalized exciton model, the 
forward peaking associated with preequilibrium 
angular distribute " i s will be produced by emis 
sion from the most simple particle-hole configu
rations, i.e., the states with low exciton numbers 
In these lowest exciton states the transitions with 
exciton-number change Дн = + 2 are overwhelmingly 
more probable than those with Ди = О or Дн = - 2 . 
Therefore, it should be possible to obtain good 
approximations to the exact solution of the gener
alized master equation by neglecting \~ or >" 
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transitions. This simplification is often also in
troduced in the angle-integrated exciton model 
(and the hybrid model), to obtain simple approxi
mative closed-form expressions. 

First, let us drop from the generalized master 
equation the A" transitions only. Then, we may 
write the solution for the Legendre coefficients 
f,{n) of the time integral т(и,П) at once by ap
plying Cramer's rule to Eq. (14): 

, t„\- ть(яо,' = 0)(и,)<"-*°'/г 
i m ~ **(»)+ «•(«)+ ( 1 - м , ) » ) 

m- Hg \ 

У(т) 
y(m)+rr{m)+ (1 - м,)А M) 

(15) 

where we have assumed, as usually done, that the 
system starts in the minimum exciton number n0. 
This approximative solution of the generalized 
master equation demonstrates the role of An - 0 
transitions. They contribute in a different way to 
different Legendre orders I, the weight factors 
being related to the eigenvalues of the integral 
operator in the generalized master equation. 

Another, more simple, closed-form expression 
can be obtained by neglecting both Ди = 0 and 
Ди= - 2 transitions. Dropping the A0 terms in Eq. 
(15) it is seen that 

where D„ denotes the commonly used depletion 
factor in the angle-integrated exciton model.10 

Consequently, here we have 

т(и,П)=т(и)£(м ,)"""о>/= 
Г 

x r),(n0,t = 0)P,(cose) («<«) , (17) 

т(я) being the mean lifetime of an и-exciton state 
as given by the usual closed-form exciton model, 
and n the "equilibrium" exciton number. For the 
calculation of cross sections one could add a Hau-
ser-Feshbach contribution to account for the 
equilibrium part of the reaction. It has been 
pointed out previously' that a formula similar to 
Eq. (17) may be written for the hybrid model. 
Likewise, this formula might be extended to the 
geometry-dependent hybrid model (for a review 
of these models see Ref. 11). 

Expression (17) very clearly reveals some 
physical aspects of the preequilibrium reaction 
process. Neglecting >° and \' 'transitions, as was 
done in deriving Eq. (17), it takes precisely 
{и-и„)/2 collisions to create the wth exciton state. 
The zeroth-order eigenvalue д 0 describes the 
isotropic part of the angular distribution. This 

eigenvalue being equal to one. the higher-order 
eigenvalues are a measure for the relative contri
butions of the nonisotropic parts to the angular 
distribution. These anisotropic contributions de
crease according to the number of collisions that 
has taken place in forming the i/th exciton state. 
This means that the eigenvalues д , together with 
the number of collisions in the >?th exciton state 
quantitatively describe the dissipation of correla
tion with the incident direction. Thus, this closed-
form expression quite explicitly clarifies the 
general physical picture underlying the generalized 
master equation. 

Figure 3. which has to be compared with Fig. 2, 
shows the angular dependence of т(и, Q) according 
to Eq. (17) for different exciton numbers. It is 
seen that the development towards istropy pro
ceeds much less rapidly than when the generalized 
master equation is solved. This would lead to a 
more forward-peaked angular distribution. 

Recently, a method was proposed by Akker-
mans12 to obtain the solution of the standard time-
integrated master equation in closed form without 
introducing any simplification. Now that we have 
succeeded in employing the same mathematical 
formalism for both spectra and angular distribu
tions, the method of Ref. 12 also yields the exact 
solution of Eq. (14) in explicit form: 

! 

I 
с 

CfT. 

FIG. 3. Angular dependence of mean lifetime т («,S!> 
as calculated from closed-form expression (17), i.e., 
by neglecting both \" and \' transitions. See further, 
caption of Fig. 2. 
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;,(«)= 7,(«о.' = 0)(д,)'"- ^'2T,{»)h,(n)(fl y{m)Tt(m)ht{m)\ 

x ) l + J j fl M,3A»r,(*)/i,(Jt)X-U + 2)r,(fc + 2)fc,(Jt + 2)̂  
( Д»=2 Д»=2 J 

(18) 

where Л' is the maximum exciton number and 

T,(n)= [Л*Ы+ A-(n;+7<-M+(l - д,)Л°(и)]-'. (19a) 

h,(n) =[1-ц,2У(п - 2)T,(n - 2)\-(n)T,(>i)h,(n - 2 ) ] - , 

(19b) 

while й,(и0)= 1. In Eq. (18) the first product within 
parentheses, clearly representing a depletion fac
tor, should be replaced for n = n0 by a factor one, 
and the summation has to be set equal to zero for 
n=N. This summation keeps track of the many 
possible paths, due to the inclusion of both A° and 
A" transitions, for the system to reach the wth 
exciton state. 

In addition, a simple and fast computation 
method can be given in order to solve Eq. (14). 
This algorithm holds for an arbitrary initial con
dition, which may be of interest also to the anal
ysis of gamma-ray or multiparticle emission. 
First we compute 

J ! \ ) = i , k , / = o ) , (20a) 

S,,m(n) = v,(n,t = 0)+n,\'(n-2)Tl{n-2) 

xh,(n- 2k,,°'(n - 2) (« = «0+ 2 , . . . ,Л') 

(20b) 

and the solution of Eq. (14) is then given by 

^(N) = T,(N)h,(N)t:\0,(N), 

иИ)=Г,(я)Ми)к10 ,М+м,А-(и + 2)£,(» + 2)1 

(и = Л ' - 2 , . . . ,«„). 

(21a) 

(21b) 

Therefore we believe that in solving the (general
ized) master equation it is not necessary to make 
use of simplifying approximations, such as the 
"never come back" assumption. 

HI. MODEL SPECIFICATION 

Up to now, the discussion has been general. In 
writing the generalized master equation (2), the 
angular state П of the composite nucleus has been 
assumed to be identical with the direction of the 
projectile. Otherwise stated, the influence of the 
recoil nucleons, which are much slower in most 
cases, has been neglected. For an extensive 
discussion of these problems, see Mantzouranis 
el <й.гл The only restriction needed to obtain the 

results of the present paper is that the kernel G 
depends on the angle a between the considered 
directions fi and Q' alone: G(Q, fi') = G(cos»), 
which is a quite natural condition. With regard to 
practical applications, one should assume a 
definite form for this kernel and, in addition, 
specify an initial condition. 

A. Eigenvalues 

Following Ref. 3, we suppose the scattering 
kernel G to be given according to Eq. (1). At the 
energies of incident particles in most preequili
brium reactions, the free differential nucleon-nu-
cleon cross section drr'/du is nearly isotropic in 
the center-of-mass system of the two nucleons. 
Assuming isotropy, we may write for the integral 
kernel G with fi and O' expressed in the center-of-
mass system of projectile and target 

С(П, П')= f' cos(9la)H(ir/2 - е1я>) dn 
dn 

(22) 

where H is the Heaviside function and 0 u b is the 
angle between the directions ftUb and £>,',„ in the 
laboratory frame. (Note that we are dealing with 
three different reference systems. First, we 
deal with the nucleon-nucleon c m . system, in 
which the nucleon-nucleon cross section is as 
sumed to be isotropic. Second, we consider the 
laboratory frame, indicated by the index "lab." 
Third, we have the c m . system of projectile and 
target; in this system the quantities are not in
dexed. The Jacobian dQUb/dQ is introduced in or
der to transform all relevant quantities to the 
latter system.) 

The expression for the eigenvalues now be
comes, according to Eqs. (6) and (22), 

1 (*+ fl)(l + flr) „ , v . (23) 

where /i stands for the ratio of the masses of the 
projectile and the target nucleus. Due to the fart 
that preequilibrium theory deals mostly with heavy 
nuclei and light incident particles, in many cases 
it is a good approximation to assume an 'nfinitely 
heavy target nucleus. Setting (3 equal to zero in 
Eq. (23), the integral may be explicitly calcula
ted": 
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1 U = 0), 

li,=< O (?odd. ?--l), (24) 

(-D"-J> J(/0 „ . 
2' - 'U- l ) ( / + 2)[(?/2)!l- u e v e n ' " 

If one takes, on the other hand, the limit ,.- - 1 . 
Eq. (23) reduces to the assumption of isotropy as 
introduced in the beginning of this section. 

B. Initial condition 

We adopt as the initial condition 

qbi, n,t = 0)=6morl cos(HIib)//(7r/2 - *, J 

where в1а stands for the angle between the inc Kient 
direction and П1яь in the laboratory system. This 
condition corresponds to the angular distribution 
after one collision, according to the assumed iso
tropy of the nucleon-nucleon scattering cross sec
tion. Because of the fact that the initial condition 
(25) is proportional to the scattering kernel (;. 
the Legendre expansion coefficients TJ,(W,/ = 0 ) of 
the initial condition can be expressed in terms of 
the eigenvalues ц., only. One obtains 

1),(«,/ = 0)=б„,о(4;г)- ,(2/+1)м,. (26) 

For neutron-induced reactions it is most straight
forward to use Eq. (25) with w„=3 as the initial 
condition. In doing this, the Pauli principle and 
several compensating effects of the nuclear geo
metry are neglected, such as the finite size of the 
nucleus, refraction of the incident wave, and re
fraction or reflection of the outgoing wave at the 
nuclear surface.1 The geometry effects may be 
very important at the rather low energies con
sidered in the next part of this paper (Sec. IV). To 
give a rough estimate for the refraction of the 
incident particle, in this work we have adopted 
the quasiclassical approximation in the limit of a 
large refractive index, being useful at low incident 
energies. This approximation leads to Eq. (25) 
with nn -1 [in addition we have taken a vanishing 
value for the emission rate w(l) = 0, thus sup
pressing elastic scattering |. This gives exactly 
the same angle-integrated omission spectra, but 
less-forward-peaked angular distributions, in 
better agreement with experimental data." The 
other effects mentioned are not separately ac
counted for; in Sec. IV В the deviations from the 
model specification given here are empirically in
vestigated by adjusting the kernel (i occurring in 

Eqs. (22) and (25). 
Now the model is completely specified. With re

spect to the angle-integrated exciton model, the 
only new quantities needed to describe the angular 
distributions are the characteristic values ^, 
[compare Eqs. (3) and (8) [. Keeping in mind that 
В., i s identical with the transition matrix of the 
standard master equation (3). it is not difficult to 
show that 

ƒ r(w.RWr>=r(„). (271 

where r(w)= I ~ q(n.t)dt. the mean lifetime of the 
«th exciton state. Moreover, the isotropic Izeroth 
order) part of the time integral г(и.Г?) always 
equals (4r)'' times the angle-integrated time in
tegral r(n) of the occupation probability. Ac
cordingly, the above scheme leads to an entirely 
consistent pictr-e. 

Finally, we address the problem of convergence 
of the Legendre series for r(w.fi). For simplicity, 
let us suppose that the eigenvalues ,. , are given 
according to Eq. (24). i.e.. 3 =0 approximation. 
Applying Stirling's formula, it follows that 

- f r ' - - :ц,;. i / - 3 - (f>2). (28a) 

and in the limit for high values of /, 

|д ,:-2(2. '-)1 2Г' - . (28Ы 

Combining Eqs. (28) with the initial condition (26). 
the absolute convergence for all exciton numbers 
и is easily checked for all expressions derived for 
T{H, CI) in Sec. II. Equations (28) also indicate that 
the higher-order contributions rapidly decrease 
with respect to the isotropic part, even for the 
lower exciton states. This suggests that in many 
numerical calculations it will be sufficient to con
sider only a few Legendre polynomials. The nu
merical calculations carried out. and presented 
in the next section, confirm the usefulness of the 
present model at this particular point. It has to 
be noted, however, that with a truncated Legendre 
polynomial series , slightly negative values may 
result for (Ц9.Р') at large angles. 

IV. COMPARISON WITH I-VPFRIMFNTAL DATA 

A. I xperimcntд| «Ы.1 baw 

The simple mathematical solution of the gen
eralized master equation given in Sees. II and III 
facilitates the calculation of angular distributions 
for a large number of cases. An extensive set of 
angular distributions of inelnstically scattered 
neutrons has been measured at 14.6 MeV by 
Hermsdorf et n\У' This homogeneous set of data 
spans a large mass range, thus constituting a 
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useful data base lor a systematical 
with calculations. Part of the work discussed 
in this section has been discussed in n o r t detail 
in a laborator? report." 

The data of Hermsdorf et el. are neutron emis
sion spectra measured from 2 to 14 JtrV at fire 
scatterinc ancles. It should be noted thai no* only 
neutrons from the (a.**) reaction, but also neu
trons from other processes, mainlv from the 
(n.2M) reaction, contribute to these spectra. 
Since the (и. 2*) reaction gives rise to two emitted 
neutrons, the spectra hare to be interpreted as 

These data hare been integrated orer 1-MrV en
ergy bins between 2 and 11 MeV by the experi
menters. 

The quantities .?(£.«.*) hare been used to calcu
late Legendre coefficients or means of a least-
squares fitting procedure. For each rabie of < 
three coefficients U = 0. 1. and 2) with standard 
deviations and correlation coefficients were с-мп-
puted. In most cases the normalized values of \" 
appeared to be much larger than unity; therefore 
the errors were multiplied with the square root 
of x2- The reason for these rather bad Tits origi
nates from the fact that the measured spectra are 
not smooth furct ions of t. but display a constd-

FIG. 4. Experimental angular distributions of neu
trons emitted (mm the reaction , :'l*« at F. •* M> MeV. 
The data points have heen inteeratcd over I-MeV in
tervals by Hcrmsdorf tt n\. The solid curve* repre
sent three-term begenrtrc polynomial* fitted In these 
data points, expressed in center-ot-mass coordinate*. 

егаЫе fine structure.' OR the -«a. r hand, thr-
(statisttral) uncertainties in ;!w measurements 
are quite small, bt Fig. 4 the three-term Legrn-
dre polrnonuals fitted to the I - MeV averaged ex
perimental data fur iodine are shown. Mure ex
amples of these fits are give* in Ptef. I-t. 

The unserved structure in the data suggests that 
for mterromparisuRs with statist seal-model re
sults, much larger energy intervals must be con
sidered. Therefore, we hare summed the Legen-
dre coefficients o%er the energy ranges from 2 to 
11 MeV and from в to II MeV. In the last-men
tioned tnergy range, competing processes are 
either absent or give negligible rontrJmtiuns. 
so that a good comparison mth calculated an
gular distrumttoas of inelastically scattered 
•eution* i s possible. This approach follows that 
of Pearlstein." who has recently performed a 
similar inter» umpa risen, but only for angle-in
tegrated data. The expertmenta. data, summed 
orer the range M - « -1I MeV are given in Table 
I. where the Legendre coefficients hare been nor
malized according to 

«m 
^ r £ . ; i * 3 r ( r t ( r o a » 

• SOMces-1); . <») 

h Fig. S the dun lines represent the Legendre 
polynomials fitted to the summed experimental 
iodine data. It is clear that much of the structure 
obseiied in Fig. 4 has disappeared in Fig. 5. Ot
her examples of these fits are ,::ren in Figs. 6 - 1 1 . 

• t « M i 

The code PRKANi; (Ref. 7) has been used to com
pute the emission spectra and angular distribu
tions. The angle-integrated cross sections are 
calculated in this code according to the paper of 
Bêtak," with the improved solution <4 the master 
equation as described by Luider/ In all calcula
tions it was assumed that the target element con
sisted of only one. i.e.. the most abundant, iso
tope. For the single-particle lerel-densitv para
meter (. and the average transition matrix ele
ment M:. the usual global parameters z-A 13 
and Л1-" - 190 A 'r. (Ref. 17) were adopted in our 
calculations. The pairing-energy corrections ƒ• 
were taken from Gilbert and Camer«m.: The in
verse neutron reaction cross sections were cal
culated according to the optical model with para
meters of Wtlmore and Hodgson."' Competitive 
charged-particle reactions were taken into .icownt 
for protons and o- particles, using inverse reac
tion cross sections calculated from optical models 
as specified in Refs. 20 and 21. respectively-. 
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TABLb I. Experimental and calculated integrated (»,«') cross sections and angular distri
bution coefficients in the energy range from 6 to U MrV. 

E l e m e n t 

Be 
С 
Na 
Mg 
Al 
Si 
P 
S 
Ca 
Ti 
V 
C r 
Mn 
F e 
Co 
Ni 
Cu 
Zn 
Ga 
Se 
Br 
Z r 
Nb 
Cd 
In 
Sn 
Sb 
I 
T a 
W 
Au 
" g 
Pb 
Bi 

<W <6-
E x p . 

211 ±16 
146 ± 6 
192 ± 8 
181 t 5 
167 ± 3 
141 ± 4 
199 ± 10 
180 ± 1 3 
263 t 25 
183 t 6 
146 ± 7 
212 ± 8 
154 ± 9 
132 t 5 

95 ± 4 
114 ± 3 
131 ± 7 
123 +. 6 
206 t 1 0 
233 * 16 
193 t 8 
198 ± 2 1 
180 ± 7 
185 ± 4 
217 t 6 
216 ± 8 
189 t 1 6 
247 t 7 
211 ±17 
301 ±13 
239 t 9 
347 t. 29 
350 .- 21 
356 t23 

-11 MeV) 
C a l c . 1 a 

172" 
182 ь 

266 
102" 
196 
1 3 3 " 
199 
125 
100 
141 
211 
162 
212 
162 
207 
142 
192 
159 
194 
165 
183 
190 
227 
201 
218 
209 
21fl 
22.1 
280 
28 7 
251 
257 
386 
369 

/ , ( 6 - 1 1 MeV) 
E x p . 

0.21 ± 0 . 0 3 
0.19 ±0 .02 
0.13 ± 0 . 0 2 
0.25 ± 0 . 0 1 
0.18 ± 0.01 
0.16 с 0 .02 
0.23 ± 0 . 0 2 
0.32 ± 0.04 
0.28 t 0.04 
0.34 J: 0.02 
0.24 ± 0 . 0 3 
0.25 ± 0 . 0 2 
0.19 ± 0 . 0 2 
0.14 i 0.02 
0.16 ± 0 . 0 3 
0.18 ± 0 . 0 1 
0.09 ± 0.03 
0.19 ± 0 . 0 2 
0.17 ± 0 . 0 3 
0.17 ± 0 . 0 4 
0.16 ± 0 . 0 2 
0.17 ± 0 . 0 5 
0.36 ± 0 . 0 2 
0.22 t 0 .01 
0.22 ±0 .02 
0.21 t 0.02 
0.32 ± 0.04 
0.24 t 0.02 
0.38 ± 0.04 
0.32 ± 0.02 
0.15 ±0 .02 
0 .31 Ю . 0 4 
0.27 ± 0.03 
0.26 ±0 .03 

C a l c . l d 

0.28 ь 

0.20 " 
0.25 
0 . 2 4 " 
0.27 
0.26 ь 

0.27 
0.30 
0.32 
0.33 
0.33 
0.33 
0.33 
0.34 
0.33 
0.34 
0.33 
0.35 
0.34 
0.37 
0.35 
0.37 
0.36 
0.38 
0.37 
0.3h 
0.38 
0.38 
0.38 
0.39 
0.39 
0.Г9 
0.38 
0.37 

E 

0.10 
0.14 
0.09 
0.12 
0.07 
O.Ofi 
0.11 
0.03 
0.1S 
0.07 
0.18 
0.08 
0.09 
0.06 
0.06 
0.07 
0.12 
0.05 
0.09 
0.13 
0.11 
0.10 
0.11 
0.09 
0.11 
0.11 
0.07 
0.12 
0.10 
0.14 
0.04 
0.18 
0.13 
0.14 

Л, ( 6 - 1 1 
<v. 
: 0.04 
±0 .02 
± 0.03 
t 0.01 
t 0.01 
± 0.02 
±0 .03 
± 0.04 
t 0.07 
±0 .02 
±0 .02 
±0 .02 
± 0 . 0 3 
±0 .02 
± 0 . 0 2 
± 0.0:> 
± 0.03 
± 0 . 0 2 
± 0 . 0 3 
t 0.O4 
±0 .02 
± 0 . 0 5 
± 0 . 0 2 
± 0 . 0 1 
.. 0.01 
: :0.02 
= 0.04 
i-0.02 
±0 .05 
t 0.02 
t 0.02 
±0 .05 
t 0.04 
•- 0.0 1 

MeV) 
C a l c . l a 

0 .017" 
0 . 0 1 3 " 
0.02b 
0.023 " 
0.027 
0 .027" 
0.02> 
0.032 
0.030 
0.03s 
0.037 
0.038 
0.037 
0.040 
0.03 л 
0.040 
0.030 
0.041 
0.040 
0.045 
0.042 
0 .045 
0.042 
0.047 
0.04") 
0.047 
0.045 
0.045 
0.O45 
0.040 
0 .046 
0.048 
0.045 
0.044 

Calculation 1: #= J4/13, P according to Gilbert and Cameron (Ref. 18). 
"Extrapolations have been used to obtain values at the highest emission energies, where 

the level densities vanish due to large pairing energy corrections. 

Secondary particle emission was not accounted 
for in the calculations. This means that the cal
culated neutron cross sections correspond to the 
spectrum of the first emitted neutron; see also 
Sec. IV D. 

The Legendre coefficients were calculated in the 
code PREANG as described in Sees. II and III. For 
the first three expansion coefficients of 0(Q, П') 
we have adopted the formulas д„= 1, /i, = -( - /?/2 
-2 /3715 , and ц,= \ -4,- /5+>32 /4, where 0=l/A. 
These expressions approximate the integral given 
for (i, in Eq. (23). Higher-order Legendre coef
ficients were not calculated because of the fast 
convergence of the Legendre polynomial ser ies 
(Sec. Ill B) and because the experimental data 
were also analyzed with only three terms. The 

calculated Legendre coefficients were averaged 
over 1-MeV intervals and renormalized in the 
same way as for the experimental coefficients. 
The calculated quantities summed from 6 to 11 
MeV are given in Table I (Calc, 1). It should be 
noted that for a number of nuclides the results 
are unreliable due to excessive pairing-energy 
corrections; see Sec. IV C. For these cases the 
1-MeV averaged data at the highest emission en
ergies have been extrapolated by assuming the 
Legendre coefficients to be constant. The ratios 
of experimental and calculated values are dis
played in Fig. 12, where it has been assumed that 
the logarithms of the ratios have symmetric e r 
ro r s . The weighted mean values and standard 
deviations according to the lognormal distribution 
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FIG. 5. Experimental and calculated angular distri

butions of neutrons emitted from the reaction 1271+и 
at E = 14.6 MeV. The data have been integrated from 
e = 2-11 MeV and f = 6-11 MeV. The curves labeled 
Exp represent three-term Legendre fits through the 
experimental data of Hermsdorf et al. Calculation 1 
was obtained from exciton-model calculations with 
the usual global parameters. In Calc. 2 the approxi
mated closed-form expression (17) was used at я <я. 
In both calculations the angular distributions are seri
ously underestimated at the backward angles. 

are indicated in Fig. 12 and Table II. 
A first conclusion of the resul ts of Calc. 1 with 

standard parameters is that the mean values of 
the integral cross section rat ios (given in Table 
II) a re very close to unity and that there a re no 
large systematic deviations as a function of the 
mass number (see Fig. 12). Thus, with a simple 
set of global parameters it is possible to obtain 
quite good fits for the angle-integrated cross sec 
tions. 

The calculated angular distribution coefficients 
ƒ , given in Table I a re systematically too high, 
whereas the / 2 coefficients a re much too low. 
Furthermore, there a re some systematical de
viations as a function of mass number, in par t i 
cular, for A = 60-80; see Fig. 12. Some exam
ples of Calc. 1 are given in Figs. 5, 6, 8, and 10, 
together with experimental angular distributions 
and results of other calculations. From these 
figures it follows that reasonably good agreement 
is obtained at forward angles, although the angu
lar distribution is underpredicted at the backward 
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FIG. 6. Experimental and calculated angular distri
butions of neutrons emitted from the reaction 27A1 
+n at E = 14.6 MeV. For explanation of symbols see 
caption of Fig. 5. This figure illustrates that the ap
proximation of Calc. 2 is less good for light nuclides. 
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FIG. 7. Experimental and calculated angular distri

butions of neutrons emitted from the reaction 21A\*n 
at E = 14.6 McV. The curves labeled Calc. 3 were ob
tained from a calculation with two adjusted global para
meters M t and ц2 to fit the experimental Legenrirp coef
ficients for ,44 nuclides. Note the improvements at back
ward angles, compared with Cal„-. 1 (Fin- 6). 
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angles. For some other elements, e.g., Fe, the 
agreement between experimental data and the re
sults of Calc. 1 is less satisfactory, also at the 
forward angles: see further Sec. IV С. 

Before trying to improve the angular distribu
tion results by means of adjustment of global mo
del parameters, we discuss the results of Calc. 
2 (see Table II), in which the simple closed-form 
expression given in Eq. (17) was used to calculate 
the angular distributions. This expression was 
derived by assuming that Ди = О and Д»;= -2 tran
sitions are not possible. We have substituted Eq. 
(17) into our code, assuming isotropy for particles 
emitted from exciton states with n - n. Using the 
same mean lifetimes r(«) and the same input para
meters as in Caic. 1, we obtained much more for
ward-peaked angular distributions for nuclides 
with mass numbers below A = 90. In fact, ƒ, (6-11 
MeV) varied only from 0.37 to 0.40 over the en
tire mass range. This shows that, in particular, 
for nuclides with light masses the Ди = 0 and 
Ли = • -2 transitions have to be taken into account. 
Apparently these transitions are more important 
for nuclides with light mass numbers, where n 
is not much higher than n0 at the energies con
sidered here. This conclusion may be of impor
tance for hybrid-model calculations.22 In Figs. 
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FIG. 9. Experimental nnd calculated angular dis tr i 
butions of neutrons emitted from the reaction ,27I + n 
at £ = 14.6 MeV. Calculation 3 gives much better r e 
sults at backward angles, compared with Calc. 1 
(Fig. ">). See captions of previous figures for explana
tion of symbols. 
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FIG. Я. Experimental and calculated angular d i s t r i 
butions of neutrons emitted from the reaction Cr+л at 
E 14.6 MeV. Calculation 3 gives much better results 
at backward angles, compared with Calc. 1. .See 
captions of previous figures for explanation of symbols. 
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FIG. 10. Experimental and calculated angular dis t r i 
butions of neutrons emitted from the reaction l\' + n at 
/?=14.t> MeV. Calculation 3 gives much better results 
at backward angles, compared with Calc. 1. Sec 
captions of previous figures for explanation of symbols. 
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FIG. 11. Experimental and calculated angular distri
butions of neutrons emitted from the reaction Fe* n 
at F = 14.6 MeV. This curve illustrates that adjust
ment of level-density parameters of ^Fc (Calc. 6) 
gi.es further improvements, compared with Calcs. 1 and 
and 3. This applies particularly for nuclides in the mass 
range A = 60-80 and to magic nuclides. See captions of 
previous figures for explanation of symbols. 

5 and 6 the resul ts of Calc. 2 a re compared with 
those of Calc. 1 for I and Al, respectively. 

Returning to the discussion of resul ts of Calc. 
1, we note that all calculations seem to underpre-
dict the values of f.,. which mainly affects the 
c ross sections at backward scattering angles. In 
fact, the model parameters specified in Sec. Ill 
always led to decreasing cross sections as a func
tion of angle. However, from the experimental 
data it follows that quite often the cross sections 
increase at backward angles. An empirical way 
of improving these results could be to modify the 
adopted angular distribution of the kernel (-'(0. P') 
by adjusting its Legendre coefficients. We found 
that multiplication factors of ц, and ji, of 0.87 and 
1.74, respectively, were needed to obtain a mini
mum value of x for the coefficients ft and (., (see 
Table II. Calc. 3). Some results of Calc. 3 are 
also shown in Figs. 7-1Г, similar figures for all 
34 nuclides a re given in Ref. 14. Quite acceptable 
fits were obtained for most nuclides with these 
two global parameters . This is completely in line 
with the present status of preequilibrium theory, 
where effective parameters such as ? = /4/l3 and 
Л/г= 190/А^Е are currently used. It is difficult to 
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FIG. 12. Ratio of experimental and calculated Legen
dre coefficients of neutron emission cross sections of 
neutron-induced reactions at 14.ti MeV as a function of 
the target mass number. The experimental coefficients 
Tsee Eq. (29)1 «ere obtained from three-term Legendre 
polynomial fits to experimental dab of Hermsdorf et al., 
integrated from ( = tt—11 MeV. The calculated coeffi
cients were obtained from Calc. 1, with standard 
exciton-modcl parameters. Circles, triangles, and 
squares stand for odd A, even A, and mngic Л' or Z, 
respectively. The average values and standard devia
tions are indicated by horizontal lines. ;ice also Tables 
I and II (Calc. 1). 

give a quantitative physical explanation for the 
proposed adjusted parameters . ^, and ^ .. It is 
likely that they result from geometry effects not 
explicitly included in the model (see Sec. Ill B). 
We notice, however, that the adjusted global 
parameters a re mass independent, in contrast to 
the empirical formula proposed in Ref. 3 to ac 
count for finite-size effects. Also, these global 
parameters might partly be the result of the lim
ited validity, in particular at lower energies, of 
the "fast-part icle" concept 'compare Fig. 2 of Rrf. 
3). Remaining discrepancies are mainly found in 
mass regions where the nucleon numbers are 
magic or nearly magic. Therefore, besides 
further improvement of the angular distribution 
theory itself, it is necessary to devote some at
tention to the level-density problem. 

http://gi.es
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TABLE II. Overall comparison of experimental and calculate») data for 34 nuclides. 

Calc.» 
No. 

1 

1 

-1 

3 

4 

4 

5 

5 

r> 
6 

(MeV) 

•-•-11 

fi-11 

2-11 

6-11 

2-11 

6-11 

2-11 

6-11 

2-11 

6-11 

2-11 

6-11 

ЕхрУСа1с. 
cross section 

0.95" 

<>-9-s:ü:?r 

See t a l c . 1 

See Calc. 1 

1.00" 

i •> *HC 

1 — -О.й 

0.92* 

°-rt l -0.1» 

See Calc. 5 

X: 

66 

26 

102 

76 

60 

;»2 

ExpA'alc. 
/", coeff. 

0.02 b 

o . 7 6 ! j : § c 

o.:!4b 

0-б:::2:|Г 
0.72 b 

I-"-' -0.31 

0.6ЯЬ 

о.,ч2:3:«с 

0.74 b 

ojrrrfcir 
See Calc. 5 

V 

14 

10 

19 

7.5 

5.0 

22 

10 

5.5 

3.6 

Exp. C'alc. 
'', coeff. 

3.6* 

^:ü* 
2.7 ъ 

—• -0.95 

1.10* 

i-"o:S:«4,c 

4.*" 

з-5!?:=с 

5.4' 

1.3" 
1•" -0.44 

V 

7.0 

4.6 

6.0 

5.0 

2.ft 

7.3 

4.* 

7.x 

5.3 

4 > 

2.x 

'Calculation 1: standard exciton model parameters, g=A/№. P according to Kef. IS*. 
Calculation 2: approximated closed-form expression, Eq. (17). 
Calculation 3: adjusted u, and II2 values, multiplication factors of 0.87 and 1.74, respec

tively. 
Calculation 4: level-density parameters with shell corrections according to Ref. IS. 
Calculation 5: adjusted final-state level densities i Table iIDwithout pairing-energy cor

rections . 
Calculation 6: as Calc. 5. with adjusted д,, multiplication factor of 1.95. 

ьArithmetic mean value. 
c Weighted mean values and standard deviations according to loguormal distribution. 

C. Variation of level-density parameters 

In the adopted model the particle-hole density 
formula of Ericson" with some additional cor
rections introduced by Williams24 and Betak2* have 
been used. This formula contains only two para
meters, the single-particle level-density parame
ter g, usually taken as A/13, and the pairing-
energy shift P. Evidently, this gives a rather 
poor description of the experimental level den
sity over a large mass and energy range. There
fore, the sensitivity of the calculated results tothe 
adopted level-density parameters was investigated. 

In a first attempt to improve the results of 
Calc. 1 we have modified g according to 
j*=(6/irz){0.00917.S + 0.142M, where the shell cor
rections S were taken from Gilbert and Cameron.1" 
This modification gave far less satisfactory re
sults for the angle-integrated cross sections, 
notably for nuclides with closed or nearly closed 
shells, such as those near Pb (Ref. 14). The 
overall results of this calculation are given in 
Table II, Calc. 4. Quite remarkably, the results 
for ft and f2 were almost the same, even for the 
magic nuclides.11 

In order to understand these results, we have 
investigated the role of the level densities of the 
compound and residual nuclides sjc and %г, respec
tively. It appears that a decrease of gc leads to 
enhanced preequilibrium components in the spec
tra and thus enhancement of fx. This follows from 
the fact that gc, like Л/;, enters into the expres
sion for the internal transition rates. A decrease 
of gr reduces ft, but may give rise to either en
hancement or reduction of the high-energy tail of 
the spectra, because apart from the reduction of 
preequilibrium emission, ihe spectrum shape is 
flattened. 

The use of more realistic values for цс would 
also imply a change in the previously fitted values 
of U2= I90/A*E (Ref. 17), as both parameters en
ter the expressions for the internal transition 
rates. Since in fact, the main task of gr is to con
trol these transition rates, it was decided to keep 
gr at its usual value A/13. In further calculations 
we have only varied the values of %T and Pr. 

The adopted level density, summed over all 
possible particle and hole numbers, is in good 
agreement with the expression for a one-frrmion 
«as": 
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n(E)=-f==-exp{2\nV)/H (Kv-p), (30) 
v'4o 

where a= (ir2/6) ? and Г = E-p. Fvidently. this 
formula only holds at energies much larger than 
the pairing-energy correction, although it is still 
used at energies very close to P. This leads to 
the underprediction of the high-energy tails of the 
energy spectra, mentioned before. Therefore, 
in the usual statistical model, other—more em
pirical—formulas18,27 are employed, the parame
ters of which have been fitted to obtain agreement 
with experimental information from low-lying 
states and neutron resonances. The simplest of 
these approaches is the "t :k-shifted" Fermi-
gas model,27 where only two parameters are ad
justed, a and A. The last-mentioned parameter 
appeared to be negative for many nuclides, in con
trast to Eq. (30), where the (positive) pairing en
ergy P causes a forward shift. Although there is 
a large discrepancy between forward- and back
ward-shifted level-density formulas, both descrip
tions are used in statistical-model calculations. 
It is very important to overcome these problems 
in connection with the preequilibrium model, at 
least at the fairly low excitation energies con
sidered in this paper. A more fundamental treat
ment of the level-density problem is highly de
sired. A simple starting point of such an investiga
tion could be the renormalization of particle-hole 
densities such that the summed level density 
agrees with the back-shifted Fermi-gas model. 

Meanwhile, a practical way of studying at least 
some effects of level-density parameters of the 
residual nuclides on spectra and angular distribu
tions could be to drop PT, while adjusting gT. From 
calculations with various values for gr, it turned 
out that it was possible to obtain good agreement 
for both the angle-integrated spectra and the fx 
coefficients, with standard deviations of less than 
30% and a rather good representation of the experi
mentally observed mass dependence of/,; see Ta
bles II and III (Calc. 5) and further intercompari-
sons in Ref. 14. Moreover, in a number of cases 
the calculated energy dependence of the spectra 
and ƒ, coefficients was .onsiderably improved, 
particularly for the lighter elements.11 Although 
these results are not based upon realistic level 
densities, they show very clearly the importance 
of level-density parameters in the calculations. 

A further improvement of the results of Calc. 5 
was obtained by multiplying |x, with 1.95, in order 
to fit the experimental f2 values; see Table II, 
Calc. 6. In Fig. 11 the results have been plotted 
for Fe, together with those of Calc. 3. Similar 
good fits were obtained for most other elements 
in the mass range A = 60-80. Impressive im
provements were also obtained for Ca (Ref. 14). 

TABLE III. Experimental and calculated fx coefficients 
in the energy range from 6 to 11 MeV with adjusted 
level densities. 

fx (6-11 MeV) Adjusted 
Element Exp. Calcs. 5,6" .? ' (MeV-1) 

Be 

С 
Na 
Mg 
Al 
Si 
P 
S 
Ca 
Ti 
V 
C r 
Mn 
F e 
Co 
Ni 
Cu 
Zn 
Ga 
Se 
Br 
Zr 
Nb 
Cd 
In 
Sn 
Sb 
I 
Ta 
W 
Au 
Hg 
Pb 
Bi 

0.21 t 0.03 
0.19 ±0.02 
0.13 h 0.02 
0.25 ± 0.01 
O.ls t 0.01 
0.16 ± 0.02 
0.23 = 0.02 
0.32 £ 0.04 
0.28 ±0.04 
0.34 с 0.02 
0.24 ± 0.03 
0.25 * 0.02 
0.19*0.02 
0.14 ± 0.02 
0.16 = 0.03 
0.18 ± 0.01 
0.09 ± 0.03 
0.19 ±0.02 
0.17 t 0.03 
0.17 t 0.04 
0.16 ±0.02 
0.17 ± 0.05 
0.36 t 0.02 
0.22 ±0.01 
0.22 -t 0.02 
0.21 ±0.02 
0.32 с 0.04 
0.24 t 0.02 
0.38 t 0.04 
0.32 ±0.02 
0.15 t 0.02 
0.31 t 0.04 
0.27 ±0.03 
0.26 •- 0.03 

0.23 
0.29 
0.13 
0.22 
0.18 
0.14 
0.21 
0.27 
0.29 
0.29 
0.20 
0.28 
0.19 
0.16 
0.19 
0.17 
0.13 
0.18 
0.19 
0.31 
0.14 
0.15 
0.32 
0.26 
0.30 
0.25 
0.33 
0.34 
0.38 
0.37 
0.38 
0.38 
0.37 
0.37 

0.41 
0.76 
1.02 
1.20 
1.46 
1.01 
1.86 
1.99 
2.50 
2.97 
2.53 
3.07 
2.67 
1.87 
2.88 
2.25 
2.54 
2.47 
3.21 
4.49 
3.14 
3.15 
5.50 
5.00 
6.00 
5.00 
fi.79 
7.44 

11.7 
12.4 
12.5 
14.0 
14.2 
15.1 

"Compound-nucleus level densities as in Calc. 1; ad
justed final-state level densities without pairins-energy 
corrections. 

D. Relation with Hauser-Feshbach model 

There are many differences between Hauser-
Feshbach (HF) type of calculations and exciton-
model calculations. In the exciton model, the de
scription of the reaction process is more gene
ral, but angular momentum effects, excitation of 
discrete levels, and multiparticle emission are 
not taken into account, whereas the adopted level-
density formulas are not very realistic (Sec. IV C). 
The relation between the HF, exciton, and various 
direct reaction models is not well established at 
present. We assume that direct single-particle 
transitions are included in the exciton mclel in a 
statistical way, but that direct collective excita
tions are not accounted for. In this section neu
tron emission spectra calculated with rigorously 
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applied HF theory are compared with those cal
culated with the exciton model. It is shown that 
when the exciton model is used to simulate equili
brium emission, there is good agreement between 
the results of both calculations, provided that the 
same level-density parameters are used. This 
fact offers the possibility to connect the two mod
els in a consistent way. 

The simulation of pure equilibrium emission in 
the framework of the exciton model was performed 
by looking for the stationary solution of the angle-
integrated master equation (3): 

dq(n) 
dl = 0. (31) 

Detailed balance (and, of course, neglect of emis
sion) leads to the condition 

?(«) = q(n-2)y(n-2)/\~(n)- (32) 

Thus, a proper definition of the equilibrium ex
citon distribution is obtained by the relations 

qM = q(na) П A - ( w - 2 ) / x - ( w ) , 
= r t 0 - 2 
ДШ=2 

£ чм=i 
(33) 

By considering ц(я) as the initial exciton distribu
tion [instead of q(n)=öm }, the angle-integrated 
and time-integrated master equation is easily 
solved,12 yielding the equilibrium emission. 

The HF calculations were performed with the 
recently developed code PKNELOPE,6 which was 
used to calculate emission spectra of the reac
tions {n,n'y), [n,2M), (n,np), (n,na), (n,pn), 
(n,an), and («,>«) for "Nb and 127I targets. These 
calculations were performed with carefully evalu
ated optical-model parameters, level-scheme 
data, and level-density parameters. For the de
ception of the level density, a slightly modified 
version2" of the composite Gilbert-Cameron 
formula1" was used, the parameters of which 
were obtained from fits to recent level schemes 
and neutron resonances or from systematicsr" 
Some results are shown in Figs. 13 and 14, with 
indication of the major components of the emis
sion spectra. At emission energies below about 6 
MeV, the predominant components come from the 
(n,2n) reaction, from which the first and second 
neutron emission spectra are plotted separately 
in Fig. 13, It should be noted that the sum of 
these two contributions needs to be added to the 
other contributions to compare with the angle-in
tegrated and energy-averaged data of Herms-
dorf el a\. On the other hand, for a comparison 
with coincidence measurements of Schroder et al.,29 

performed for the reaction 1271(я ,2n)126I at E= 14.1 

FIG. 13. Experimental and calculated neutron emis
sion spectra of the reaction '3Nb+« at 14.6 MeV. The 
experimental data of Hermsdorf et al. have been in
tegrated over Д f = 1 MeV and ДГ! = 4 r . AH calcula
tions have been performed with the HF code PENELOPE, 
without any parameter adjustment. The figure shows 
the calculated total neutron emission spectrum with 
various components, integrated over 0.25-MeV intervals. 
Below f = 5.77 MeV the (n,2n) reaction dominates; at 
higher emission energies there is only inelastic scat
tering. Fluctuations in the calculated curves are due 
to excitation of discrete levels or to threshold effects. 
In particular, in the (n,pn) and (л, an) reactions, dis
crete levels are excited by neutrons with rather sm.'ill 
energies. The results at f < 0.5 MeV are not very ac
curate in this calculation. The figure illustrates the 
complexity of the shapes of the neutron spectrum com
ponents at low emission energies, which at present 
can only be calculated with sophisticated HF models. 
There is good agreement with experimental data for 
energies below 5 MeV. 

MeV, the average of the two (w,2n) spectra is re
quired; see Fig. 14. Both figures show that {n.2n) 
contributions are reasonably well described with 
the HF model. This suggests that, at not too high 
energies, the HF model can be successfully used, 
if a preequilibrium calculation is introduced for 
the emission of the first neutron only. 

As has been discussed before, our present ex
citon model does not take into account multiparti-
cle emission. For the sake of comparison, we 
have added the 'AT emission spectra of the 
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b MrV 

FIG. 14. Experimental and calculated neutron emis
sion spectra of the reaction "Kb*» at E »14.6 MeV. 
The experimental data are neutron spectrum measure
ments of Hermsdorf *f ml. and (•,&•) coincidence mea
surements of Schroder tt ml. (at 14.1 MeV). The cal
culations have been performed with Ом HF code ПИЛОТЕ, 
without any parameter adjustment. Shown are the cal
culated total emission spectrum and the (n.2t) spec-
tram, obtained by averaging the neutron spectra tor the 
first- and second-emitted neutrons. The figure illus
trates the capacity of the HF model in calculations of 
emission spectra at low energies. 

In, »':•), (H.IQ»), and (я,wo-) reactions and of the 
first-emitted neutron in the (*. 2я) reaction. The 
resulting HF spectrum may be compared with the 
equilibrium spectrum calculated from the exciton 
model. As follows from Fig. 15, the results of 
this inter comparison are quite satisfactory. The 
adopted level-density parameters for "Nb were 
almost the same in both calculations, i.e., n- 11.65 
and 11.76 MeV"1 in the HF and exciton-model cal
culations, respectively. With this proviso, the 
two models are seen to be consistent (compare 
the conclusions of Cline and Blann*). Therefore, 
energy distributions calculated with the HF model 
for those channels where preequilsbrium effects 
are important, could very well be replaced by en
ergy distributions calculated with the adopted ex
citon model. A similar remark applies to the 
calculation of angular distributions. 

Instead of trying to include preequilibrium ef-

Ю 12 
f (MeV 

FIG. IS. Results of exciton-model and HF calcula
tions assuming no secondary particle emission in the 
emission spectrum of the 4Nb<*.я') reaction. The 
dashed curve was obtained by assuming that the initial 
exciton distribution was at equilibrium, Eq. (23). This 
fignre illustrates the consistency between the HF model 
and exciton model. It also shows the failure of the HF 
model at high emission energies, where the measure
ments correspond to inelastic scattering only. 

fects in HF type of calculations, an alternative ap
proach could be to refine the present exciton model 
by including multiparticle emission (e.g.. Ref. 30). 
angular momentum effects, ?-ray emission (e.g.. 
Ref. 31). and discrete level excitation. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Our formulation of the generalized exciton model 
leads to an extremely simple description. Special 
characteristics are the following: 

1. The same mathematical formalism applies to 
the analysis of both energy and angular distributions. 

2. The Legendre coefficients of the angular distri
butions are directly calculated. 

3. A unified description (at least in principle) of 
preequilibrium and equilibrium stages of the reac
tion is followed. 

4. Transitions with лп=0 explicitly influence the 
shape of the angular distributions, in contrast to 
the angle-integrated spectra. 

5. Mean lifetimes and their Legendre coeffi-
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cientscanbe calculated with af ast, explicit formula 
[Eq. (18) or Eqs. (20) and (21) ], without the intro
duction of approximations. 

The mathematical improvements to the general
ized exciton model presented in this paper greatly 
facilitate a systematical comparison with experi
mental data. The calculations performed for neu
tron emission spectra , measured at incoming 
neutron enerj. .• of 14.6 MeV. indicate that the 
adopted model descr ibes energy distributions 
better than angular distributions which appear 
to be systematically underestimated at the back
ward angles. Still, the generalized exciton "model 
is reported11' to be more useful in this respect than 
the alternative intranuclear cascade model. We 
have shown that the approximation of the "never 
come back" assumption, occurring in the hybrid 
model and in some formulations of the exciton 
model. leads to further underestimation of the 
angular distribution at backward angles for the 
light nuclides {A ^90). An encouraging result , in 
favor of the generalized exciton model, is that a 
good overall fit of the angular distributions for al l 
34 nuclides was obtained by adjustment of only two 
global parameters , which empirically account for 
several physical phenomena in the nucleus not ex
plicitly included in the model (Sec. IV B). Though 
quantitative physical arguments for this adjustment 
a re lacking at present , this would imply that a good 
description of angular distributions for a very 
large mass ranjre can be obtained with the aid of a 
few global parameters only, as in the case of the 
angle-integr- _d spectra . Therefore, the general
ized exciton model is promising, but further theo
retical effort is needed. It seems that, part icu
larly, the assumptions made in the specification 
of the model (Sec. Ill) a re too drast ic . We also 
conclude that the resul ts a re very sensitive to the 
choice made for the initial condition of the angular 
distribution. This is to be expected because the 
shape of the angular distribution is largely deter
mined by emission from the lowest exciton s ta tes . 
Therefore, further improvement of the expression 
for the initial condition, Eq. (25), is very impor
tant. By assuming »/„= 1 [and w ( l ) - 0 | for nucleon-

induced reactions, a rough estimate has been 
given for the effect of refraction of the incident 
particle at the nuclear surface. This leads to 
improved agreement with measured data at 14.6 
MeV. 

The extension of the model to angular distribu
tions opens up new possibilities for improving 
preequilibrium theory as a whole. It appears that 
in several respects the nuclear level densities 
a re not properly treated in the exciton model. 
at least at the fairly low excitation energies con
sidered in this paper (Sec. IV C). From various 
calculations with different values of the final-state 
level-density parameters it was found that the 
agreement between experimental and calculated 
data could be improved for the fir ^t-order Legen-
dre coefficient of the angular distr.bution I t\) as 
well as for the angle-integrated spectra (Tables 
I and III). Therefore, it seems that much of the 
observed structure in /", (Table I) should be as 
cribed to level-density effects. A critical reex
amination of the level-density problem is highly 
desirable. Another important problem is the 
unification of the statistical Hauser-Feshbach 
model and the exciton model. Although our 
adopted exciton model includes equilibrium emis
sion, its description of the deexcitation of the 
compound state is rather crude compared with 
rigorously applied HF theory. However, a pro
per definition of equilibrium emission in the 
framework of the exciton model ieads to very 
s imilar emission spectra as is shown in Sec. 
IV D. This consistency allows the introduction of 
preequilibnum effects in the HF model. Alter
natively, the exciton model could be refined by 
including multiparticle emission, angular momen
tum effects, etc. We expect that the simplicity 
of the present description of the generalized exci
ton model will greatly facilitate these model ex
tensions. 
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CHAPTER III 

IMPROVEMENT OF THE GENERALIZED EICITOH MODEL FOR PREEQUILIBRIUM ANGULAR 
DISTRIBUTIONS 

I. Introduction 

In recent years the problem of the description of preequilibrium angu
lar distributions has been intensively investigated from different 
points of view [l-ll]. To date, however, these theoretical models have 
not been very extensively tested against experiment. A quite thoroughly 
studied is the generalized exciton model due to Mantzouranis et al. 
[l]. This model, which has borrowed some ideas of the intranuclear 
cascade model [ll], assumes that the memory of the incident direction 
is carried by the fast incoming particle. The dissipation of the corre
lation with the incident direction is considered to result from subse
quent nucleon-nuclecn collisions of the fast particle within the com
posite nucleus. A reformulation of this model (Chapter II) has been 
shown to fit nicely into the mathematical structure of the standard 
models of precompound decay [12-14]. In Chapter II this theory has been 
compared with the 14.6 MeV neutron data measured by Hermsdorf et al. 
[15]. Although the model is able to reproduce the global characteris
tics of preequilibrium angular distributions, the results underestimate 
the angular distributions at backward angles. A number of physical 
effects were mentioned whose relevance required further study. Recent
ly, Sun Ziyang et al. [ ю ] Investigated the influence of the Fermi 
motion of the target nucleons and the Pauli principle on the angular 
distributions. These effects tend to increase the backward emission, as 
compared to free nucleon-nucleon scattering which was considered in 
ref. [l] and the previous chapter. 

In this chapter we Intend to study some physical aspects of the gener
alized exciton model in more detail. We will discuss the refraction of 
the incident and outgoing wave, and the influence of the refraction on 
preequilibrium angular distributions. Following the approach of ref. 
[lO], the effects of the Fermi motion and the Pauli principle have been 
incorporated. In addition, we will attempt to improve the description 
of the state densities by relating them to the back-shifted Fermi-gas 



model. 

These improvements of the generalized exciton model are discussed in 
sec. 2. It is also demonstrated that the Inclusion of the aforemen
tioned changes does not spoil the simple mathematical structure of the 
generalized exciton model. In sec. 3 this model is compared with some 
14 HeV neutron data, and with previous results. Section 4 presents a 
comparison of the model with the system*tics of preequilibrium angular 
distributions as analyzed recently by Kalbach and Mann (§j. They found 
a simple, but purely phenomenological, parametrization of preequilibri
um angular distributions in terms of Legendre polynomials. These empir
ical fits have been obtained from a wide variety of p-, d-, т- and a-
induced reactions at 18 to 80 HeV. Good fits were obtained in the whole 
mass region for emission energies from S to 40 HeV. Kalbach and Mann 
claim that the preequilibrium angular distributions only weakly depend 
on the type of the incoming or outgoing particle. It is unfortunate, 
however, that 14 HeV neutron scattering data were not considered ex
plicitly, since these are the most interesting from the viewpoint of 
technological applications. Therefore we think it to be worthwile to 
include comparisons with both neutron data (particularly at low ener
gies) and the Kalbach-Hann systematics. Some preliminary observations 
on the comparison of the present model with experimental neutron data 
*nu the empirical systematics, together with some suggestions for fu
ture extension of the model, are reported here. 

2. Improvement of the generalized exclton model 

2.1. Refraction of the incident and outgoing wave 

Host investigations on preequilibrium angular distributions neglect 
refraction effects. This is justified at very high excitation energies. 
At low energies, on the order of a few tens of HeV, refraction effects 
are expected to be important, leading to a broadening of the angular 
distributions. In Chapter II a very crude estimate of the refraction of 
the incident wave was considered by taking the Unit of an infinite 
refractive index. In this Unit refraction acts like an additional 
collision, resulting in smoother angular distributions, in better 
agreement with experimental data at 14 HeV. Here, we want to give an 
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improved account of the refraction effects, employing the approach of 
geometrical optics and including the refraction of both the incident 
and the outgoing wave. We restrict che discussion to neutron scattering 
(the refraction of charged particles is discussed in ref. [16]). 

The nuclear refractive index may be written as 

n = [(E+V)/E]*, (1) 

where E is the incident energy of the particle and V is the value of 
the real neutron-nucleus potential, which has been taken from Bechetti 
.nd Greenlees [17]. With the help of the relations n = sin i/sin r, 
sin i = b/R, where b is the impact parameter and R is the nuclear radi
us, we can calculate the probability that the particle under considera
tion is refracted about an angle 0. 
This probability may be represented by a "refractive" kernel R(Q,Q'), 
which is found to be 

R(Q,Q') = R(0) - * 1(Л1)Х-пи2-Н)] H (x . I). (2) 
Ti (n - 2nx + 1) П 

Here, Q and Q' are the directions before and after the refract., i, 0 is 
the angle between Q and Q' and x ж cos 0. This equation is also given 
by Gadioli and Gadioli Erba [l6j who, however, omitted the factor con
taining the Heaviside function. In the limit of no refraction, n -*• 1, 
equation (2) reduces to a delta function R(Q, Q') • 6(x-l)/2n. The 
opposite limit, n •*• », was considered in Chapter II. In this case R(Q, 
Й') - XH(X)/TI. 

We observe that according to equation (2) the refractive kernel depends 
on the difference Й-Й' between the considered directions only. On the 
basis of this rotation invariance, it is easily demonstrated that 

JdQ' R(Q,Q') P (cos 0') - Р«Р,<С08 е>' (3) 

The eigenvalues p£ are given by 

1/n (n - 2nx + 1 ) * 
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The characteristic values only depend on the refractive index and thus 

mainly on the energy. 

Note that for any n, p = 1. This expresses the conservation of prob

ability: ƒ R(a,n*) dft' = 1. We also remark that in the limit of no 

refraction we have рц = 1 for all Л. 

In figure I we show the refraction coefficients p£ as a function of 
the incident energy E, for I = 1,2,3. The calculation has been perform

ed for niobium. The dependence on the mass of the composite nucleus is, 

however, only very weak. 

The refraction of the incident wave influences the initial condition of 

the precompound decay process, as described by the generalized master 

equation [l]. On account of the reversibility of the paths in geomet

rical optics, the expressions derived above also apply to the ou^oing 

wave. In this case, in equation (1) the energy E should be replaced by 

e, the emission energy of the outgoing particle. The changes in the 

computation of double-differential cross-sections as a result of the 

refraction effects will be discussed in the next section, together with 

the effects of changing the intranuclear scattering kernel. 

2.2. Intranuclear scattering kernel and cross-section calculation 

In the generalized exciton model it is assumed that the gradual loss of 

the memory of the incident direction is due to successive collisions of 

the fast particle with the target nucleons. The change in the direction 

of the fast particle in a single collision is described by an intranu

clear scattering kernel G(Q,Ü'). The master equation of the generalized 

exciton model then reads [l] 

n+2 
dq(n,fl,t)/dt - Z A /dfi'GCfijfi1) q(m,fi',t) 

n+2 
" [w(n) + Z A ] q(n,fi,t), (5) 

m*n-2 

where q(n,£2,t) is the probability cor the system to be in exciton state 

n and to have direction Ü at time t. Since one can derive a diagonali-

zation property for the intranuclear scattering kernel G similar to 
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40 60 
E (MeV) 

Figure l. The refraction coefficients рд, calculated from equation 
(A), as a function of the incident neutron energy. 
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equation (3), the above equation reduces to (Chapter II) 

dn£(n,t)/dt = vt X (n-2) nt(n-2,t) + ц^Х^п+г) nt(n+2,t) 

- [w(n) + A+(n) + X~(n) + (l-yt) A°(n)] r,£(n,t). (6) 

Here, n^(n,t) is the 4-th order Legendre coefficient of q(n,ft,t), and 

li£ is the corresponding eigenvalue of the scattering kernel G. 

Defining £.(n) = ƒ n. (n,t)dt, one obtains the time-integrated master 
0 

equation from equation (6) 

-Пг(п,1=0) = У А Х + ( П - 2 ) ^г(п-2) + u£X*(n+2) Сг(п+2) 

- [w(n) + X+(n) + A"(n) + (l-ii^) X°(n)] ^ ( n ) . (7) 

The quantities Cj.(n) are important for the calculation of emission 
cross-sections, since the double-differential cross-sections are given 
by 

^jj- (a,b) = o a Z wb(n,e) т(п,Я), (8) 

n 

where 

т(п,Я) - l сЛп) P (cos 9). (9) 
г * l 

In equation (8) o a is the composite-formation cross-section for pro
jectile a, and Wb(n,e) is the emission rate for ejectile b from state 
n with emission energy e. 
In ref. [l] and Chapter II free nucleon-nucleon scattering has been 
used for the intranuclear scattering kernel. This free scattering is 
approximately isotropic in the cm. system of the colliding nucleons, 
so that we have in the laboratory frame 

G(n,n') - cos 0 H(ir/2-0)/ir. (10) 

The eigenvalues yjj, are then given by 
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free н 
1 (A « 0) 
2/3 a • ï) 
0 ( 1 - 1 , odd) (11) 

(A+2)/2 } 

, / l) \*"' , (1> 1, even). 
2Х"1(1-1)(А+2)[а/2)!]^ 

In order to transform the above expressions to the c m . system of pro
jectile and target, the Jacobian dQ ./dO has to be included in 
equation (10). For the mass region of interest, however, the numeri
cal differences appear to be quite small, and this correction will 
therefore be neglected. 
In using free nucleon-nucleon scattering, the Fermi motion of the tar
get nucleons and the restrictions on the momenta due to the Pauli ex
clusion principle have been neglected. The assumption of free scatter
ing may also be criticized from another viewpoint: the corresponding 
scattering kernel does not depend on the energy of the fast particle, 
whereas from inelastic scattering experiments at emission energies 
close to the incident energy one would expect a significant energy 
dependence. 

A straightforward procedure to meet the above criticism is to employ, 
instead of free nucleon-nucleon scattering, the Kikuchi-Kawai expres
sions for two-body collisions in nuclear matter, which are based on the 
Fermi-gas model of the nucleus [18]. This approach has been followed by 
Sun Ziyang et al. [10]. Equation (10) then is replaced by 

2 1С 1С 2 К К 
G<°'Q,> - / dE-iF*dEi [// difaF- dEi *"] ' (12) 

where E' is the energy of the fast particle inside the nucleus after 
the collision, and Q" - Q-Q*. The effect of the Fermi motion is ac
counted for by imposing the following condition on the momenta before 
the interaction 

Px > PF» P2 < PF. (13a) 

where the index 2 indicates the target nucleon and p is the Fermi 
w 

momentum. In the very first stage of the reaction the Pauli principle 
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leads to a restriction on the momenta after the interaction: 

Pj > PF» Pj > PF« (13b) 

This restriction implies the creation of an additional particle-hole 
pair, i.e., it is valid for Дп = +2 transitions only. As the reaction 
proceeds, condition (13b) becomes increasingly less restrictive. Cal
culations have therefore been performed both with and without imposing 
the constraint (13b). We shall follow the somewhat loose terminology of 
ref. [lOj whereby the condition (13a) is referred to as "Fermi motion" 
and (13b) as "Pauli principle". 
For the initial energy E we have taken E = E+B+E for all stages. 

1 1 r 
Since the final energy E' is not specified in the exciton model, 
equation (12) has been averaged over all possible values of the final 
energy. 
The calculation of the characteristic values UJJ of G according to 
equations (12) and (13) has been described in detail in ref. [10]. The 
calculations reported in this chapter are based upon a different two-
dimensional integration routine [22j. In this context we emphasize that 
changing the intranuclear scattering kernel only affects the values of 
up. The master equation itself and the calculation of the cross-sec
tions are not modified. In figure 2 we compare the calculations of the 
eigenvalues цд for A = 1,2,3 as a function of energy, for the case of 
free scattering and for the Kikuchi-Kawai expressions. The latter give 
rise to a significant energy dependence, in contrast to free scatter
ing. Qualitatively, the first- and second-order eigenvalues increase 
with energy, so that the angular distributions become more forward 
peaked at higher energies and the correlation with the incident direc
tion is dissipated more slowly. As compared to free scattering, the 
absolute values of the leading eigenvalues are decreased, resulting in 
enhanced scattering in the backward directions. 
The characteristic values ц.̂  appear explicitly in the time-integrated 
master equation (7). In addition, they enter the initial condition 
T)£(n,t«0). When neglecting refraction, as was done in refs. [l] and 

[lO], it is quite natural to identify the initial condition with the 
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Figure 2. The Legendre coefficients of the intranuclear scattering 
kernel. Solid line: free scattering [equation (11)]. Dashed 
line: Kikuchi-Kawai kernel; Equations (12) and (13a). Dot-
dashed line: Kikuchi-Kawai kernel; Equations (12), (13a) and 
(13b). The calculation has been performed for ^ИЪ + n 
(B - 7.299 MeV). 
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angular distribution after one collision. Consequently, 

4l(a.t4» - *2gi> u, 6nn, (14) 

with n * 3. Inclusion of the refraction of the incident wave changes 0 
the initial condition according to 

V^-^Vi^6»,,- (15) 

One may also consider the refraction as an interaction preceding the 
formation of the composite nucleus. Then 

V-.C-0) - &± рл(Е) 6 n V (16) 

with nn » 1 (emission from this state is suppressed). This is 
equivalent to equation (15) with n = 3* In the limit of an infinite 

f fee refractive index we find p. » u, (see equation (11)). This ap-
A. X 

proximation, with the initial condition (16), was used in Chapter II. 
Note that in this case refraction is equivalent to one additional free-
scattering collision. 
The refraction of the outgoing wave enters the calculation of the 
cross-sections as follows. Instead of equation (8), the double-differ
ential cross-section becomes 

.2 
Jjj- (a,b) - oa Z wb(n,e) t*(n,e,Q). (17) 

n 

The quantity x*(n,e,Q) includes the refraction of the emitted particle 
at the end of the internal scattering process according to the equa
tion 

x*(n,e,Q) - ƒ dQ(R(e;Q,Q() t(n.Q'), (18) 

where R(e;Q,Q') is given by equation(2) with the refractive index 

corresponding to energy e and the mean lifetime x(n,Q) is calculated 

from equations (7) and (9) as usual. Equation (18) is a convolution

like equation. Using the result (3) we find for the Legendre 
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coefficients of T*(n,e,Q) 

C%(n,e) = Pjt(e) C£(n). (19) 

We mention in passing that a similar simplification is possible for the 

expressions derived by Cadioli and Cadioli Erba [l6] for a emission. It 

follows from equations (15)-(19) that the refraction of the incident 

and outgoing wave enters the expression for the Legendre coefficients 

of the double-differential cross-section proportional to 

P*(e)Pl(E). 

The combined effects of the refraction and the intranuclear scattering 

kernel are be~t illustrated by adopting the never-come-back assump

tion. 

The neglect of An = 0 and An = -2 transitions yields 

(n-n +2)/2 
т*(п,е,П) - (4ir) 4^)1(24+1 )Pjl(e)u£ U РА(Е)РА(со8 0),(20) 

with n • 3. We note that in addition to the Intranuclear scattering 
kernel, the refraction contributes quite strongly to the energy de
pendence (see also figure 1). Since the p£ are significantly less 
than unity except for very high energies, refraction should be taken 

into account in most preequilibrium reactions. At the same time it can 

be concluded from the property pg < 1 (l > 0) that refraction will 

generally lead to a flattening of the angular distributions. 

2.3. State densities 

The particle-hole state densities play a central role in the calcula

tion of the emission rates in the exciton model (see Chapter I, equa

tions (2) and (3)). 

Williams [l9] has shown that the particle-hole state density, when 

summed over all particle-hole combinations, is in good agreement with 

the expression for a one-component Fermi gas: 

I io(p,h,U) = -иг exp (2VaU)/U. (21) 

p-h 
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Here,a - 0»2/6)g and U » E-P, where P is the pairing-energy correc
tion. This formula is valid for E >̂ P. It has been the common practice 
in exclton-model calculations to use it also at energies close to P, 
where equation (21) does not apply. As discussed in Chapter II and in 
ref. [20], this explains why the calculated high-energy tails of energy 
spectra for nuclides with large pairing-energy corrections came out too 
low (notably C, Mg, S and Ca). 

In Chapter II we suggested that particle-hole state densities need to 
be renormalized so that the summed level density agrees with the ex
pressions employed in the usual statistical model*). 
The parameters of the summed level density are fitted to obtain agree
ment with experimental information from low-lying levels and neutron 
resonances. 
The simplest of these approaches is the "back-shifted" Fermi-gas model, 
in which only two parameters are to be fitted. Dilg et al. [2l] give 
the following formula for the level density in this model 

p(u,J,ir) 
(2J+1) 

exp 
4o 

\-и+чУ 
2a од2тг 

(22a) 

where 

/т^ ÜL exp(2VaU) 

12 a (U+t) 
(22b) 

and a is the spin cut-off parameter. The quantity t follows from 

Ü - at2 - t. (22c) 

Here, U • Е-Л, with Л being the energy shift; Л and a are the fit 
parameters of the back-shifted Fermi-gas model. 

In the calculations of the present chapter the particle-hole densities 

*'The relation between the state density ш and the level density p is 
given by 
u>(U) - Z (2j+l)p(U,J,it). 

J, * 
In the usual exciton model the state densities are used. 
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have been renormalized with respect to the back-shifted Fermi-gas model 
as follows 

ш(и) = f(U) E ü)(p,h,U), (23a) 
p,h 
p=h 

where the renormalization factor f(U) is given by (cf. equation 

(21)) 

f ( U ) 3 \ L 1/4 U 5/4' ( 2 3 b ) 

3 a' (V+tf 

The parameters of w(U) in equation (23a) have been fitted to experi

mental information. Note that u>(U) » u>_(U), if Ü is not too low. 

The renormalization factor has a weak energy dependence. The parame

ters a and & are fitted to the observed number of low-lying levels 

(E " 1-3 MeV) and the experimental s-wave level spacing D , of 

neutron resonances at the binding energy (7-8 MeV). 

As a result of this renormalization, the particle-hole densities of the 

exciton model are in agreement with experimental information and are 

consistent with level-density formulae adopted in Hauser-Feshbach sta

tistical-model codes. Since only the ratios of the particle-hole densi

ties occur in the emission rates, the renormalization factors for the 

emission rates are usually not very far from unity and only minor read

justments of the matrix element of the residual interaction are neces

sary [26]. The parameters adopted here for 9%b are: 

g = 6.72 MeV"1, Д - -0.592 MeV and <м2> - 500/(13g)3E (cf. 
Chapter I, equation (7)). 

3* Comparison with some 14 MeV neutron data 

In this section we compare the numerical results obtained by Including 
the refraction and the effect of the Fermi motion and the Paull princi
ple with some 14 MeV neutron data. The measured data were taken from 
Hermsdorf et al. [l5] and Kammerdlener [23]. Since the data show a 
considerable scatter, we have selected the data for "-*Nb of both 
Hermedorf et al. and Kammerdlener; a second set was obtained by taking 
the average over 10 elements around Nb (from ^Ga to W?l) of 
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the Hermsdorf data. Averaging over different nuclides seeas justified 
since the mass dependence of the spectra and the angular distributions 
is only very weak. In the calculations the maximum A-value has been 
limited to 2. 

In figure 3 the effects of the refraction are shown. Free scattering 
has been assumed for the intranuclear scattering kernel. The dashed 
line (no refraction) corresponds to the approach of Hantzouranis et al. 
[l], the dotted line (infinite refractive index) to that of the previ
ous chapter. It is seen that, for the incoming and outgoing energies 
considered, the latter approach gives a quite good estimate for the 
total refraction of the incoming and outgoing wave (solid line). The 
figure verifies that the refraction gives rise to a significant flat
tening of the angular distributions. It is also clear, however, that 
the forward peaking of the angular distributions is still overestimat
ed. This indicates that the assumption of free scattering should be 
modified. 

The effects of the Fermi motion (equation (13a)) and of the Pauli prin
ciple (equation (13b)) are demonstrated in figure 4. Figure 4a gives 
the results neglecting refraction, whereas in figure 4b the refraction 
of the incoming and outgoing wave has been included. Figure 4a corre
sponds to the approach of Sun Ziyang et a1.. [lOj. It is demonstrated 
that the inclusion of the Fermi motion and the Pauli principle enhances 
the emission in the backward hemisphere. If in addition the refraction 
effects are taken into account, there is only a small underestimation 
at the backward angles left. There is no significant difference between 
the results obtained with and without inclusion of the Pauli principle 
at E - 14 MeV. 

In figures 5 and 6 it is demonstrated that some care is needed in the 
comparison of theory with experiment. The experimental results show 
large discrepancies, particularly at backward angles and at high emis
sion energies. The dashed line gives the numerical calculation accord
ing to the method of Chapter II (free scattering, infinite refractive 
index). The full line gives the theoretical curve obtained by including 
the Fermi motion and the refraction of the incident and outgoing waves. 
The reduced coefficients t% of the angular distributions are defined 
according to 
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Figure 3 . Effects of the refraction on the angular d i s tr ibut ion for 
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su l t s have been integrated over e - 6-11 MeV;E - 14.6 MeV. 
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to the original experimental data. 
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ШГ - fe" f J (2»+l)ftPt(c- О), (24) 

where f0 = 1. 
Figure 6 provides a more detailed illustration on the effect of these 
modifications of the generalized exciton model. Good agreement with 
experimental data is obtained for the angle-integrated neutron spectrum 
and for the l = 1 component; the Я. =» 2 component remains underestimat
ed. This indicates that the enhancement of the scattering at the back
ward angles is mainly due to the reduction of the I = 1 component in 
the present model, as compared to the free-scattering model. A possible 
explanation for the underestimation of the 1=2 component of the angu
lar distributions is the neglect of angular-momentum effects in the 
generalized exciton model. Studies [24, 25] attempting to include the 
conservation of angular momentum in the exciton model suggest that 
angular-momentum effects give rise to an additional symmetric component 
in the angular distributions of precompound reactions. 

4* Coaparison with Kalbach-Mann eyeteaatics 

In this section the present model is compared with the empirical pa-
rametrization of preequilibrium angular distributions by Kalbach and 
Mann [9]. They assume that the reduced Legendre coefficients of the 
angular distributions are energy dependent: 

ft - [l + exp^d^-e))]"1, (25) 

where A^ and B^ are free variables. For even Legendre orders it is 
assumed that the equilibrium and preequilibrium angular distributions 
are the same; for odd Legendre orders the right-hand side should be 
multiplied by the fraction of preequilibrium emission*'. The parame-

*' Kalbach and Mann distinguish between "multi-step direct" and "mul
ti-step compound" components, rather than between preequilibrium and 
equilibrium components. The difference seems to be of minor impor
tance with respect to their systematics. 
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ters Ад and B^ have been fitted through a least-squares fitting 
procedure to the experimental angular distributions of a number of 
proton and alpha-induced reactions. 
They find 

Ag = 0.036 + 0.0039 I (£+1) MeV-1, (26a) 

B£ = 92.0 - 90.0 [*(*+!)] MeV. (26b) 

According to the Kalbach-Mann systematics the preequilibrlum angular 

distributions are not sensitive to either projectile energy, target 

mass or type of the emitted particle. The dependence Is predominantly 

on the fraction of preequilibrium emission and on the emission energy. 

Kalbach and Mann find that Ihe above parauetrization works well for the 

whole mass range for bombarding energies from 18 MeV up to at least 

80 MeV and for emission energies from a few MeV up to about 40 MeV. 

In figure 7 we show the results of the present model for the (n,n*) 

reaction at E = 14.6 MeV, both for the free-scattering kernel and the 

Kikuchl-Kawai expressions. The effects of including and neglecting the 

refraction are also indicated (dot-dashed and dashed lines, respective

ly). Neither neutron data nor the incident energies considered here 

were represented In the parametrization by Kalbach and Mann (solid 

line). Therefore, we have also Indicated the experimental data of 

Hermsdorf et al., averaged over 10 nuclides around Nb. 

The free-3cattering approach clearly gives an overestimation of the 

£ * 1 component even when refraction effects are taken into account, 

both with respect to the experimental data and to the Kalbach-Mann 

systematics. The Klkuchi-Kawai expressions give good agreement for the 

£l coefficient. The f2 coefficient Is underestimated in all cases. 

As discussed in the previous section, this could perhaps be attributed 

to angular-momentum effects not accounted for in the model. 

As shown In figures 4b and 5, the present model leads to a clear over

all Improvement with respect to the free-scattering approach. Figure 7 

indicates that the shape of the f2 coefficient as given by the 
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3 

parametrization of Kalbach and Mann should be considered unrealistic, 

as the predicted energy dependence is quite different from that of the 

experimental data. The present theory gives a spectrum shape which is 

approximately correct except at low emission energies, but predicts 

absolute values for the £2 coefficient that are too low. 

In figure 8 the numerical results are given for E • 40 MeV. This energy 

has been selected since it approximately represents the upper limit of 

energies relevant for energy-research applications. The dot-dashed line 

in the figure extends over the entire range of emission energies for 

which Kalbach and Mann claim that their systematica is correct. The 

theoretical curves have been calculated by taking into account the 
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effects of the refraction. The conclusions are similar as in the case 

E = 14.6 MeV: the curves agree well with the Kalbach-Mann parametriza-

tion for the f\ coefficient, whereas the f2 coefficient is underes

timated, particularly at low emission energies. However, at high emis

sion energies discrepancies occur between the theoretical curves and 

the Kalbach-Mann systematics. This effect, not significant at 

E = 14.6 MeV, becomes more pronounced at increasing bombarding ener

gies, and is present for all Legendre orders [22]. A possible explana

tion is suggested in the next section. It is also seen that at high 

projectile energies the assumption of free nucleon-nucleon scattering 

becomes more justified. This is understandable since the Fermi motion 

of the target nucleons becomes less significant at increasing energies 

with respect to the energy of the fast particle. 

5* Concluding remarks 

We conclude that both the effects of the refraction of the incident and 

outgoing waves and the effects of fne Fermi motion and the Pauli prin

ciple on the intranuclear scattering process are relevant for the de

scription of preequilibrium angular distributions. As compared to the 

free-scattering approach, these effects lead to a broadening of the 

angular distributions. The second-order component seems to be underes

timated in the present model. This could perhaps be ascribed to the 

effects of conservation of angular momentum which are not included in 

the exclton model. The second-order component is also underestimated by 

the Kalbach-Mann systematics except at the lowest emission ener

gies. 

At high incident energies and emission energies close to the projectile 

energies discrepancies occur between the Kalbach-Mann systematics and 

the results of the generalized exclton model. Therefore, a number of 

assumptions introduced to the Intranuclear scattering kernel as given 

by equations (12) and (13) should be investigated In more detail. 

First, It has been assumed in the calculations of this chapter that at 

each stage the energy of the fast particle before the interaction Is 

given according to E - E +E+B, i.e. independent of the exclton number. 

This corresponds to a slow energy transfer to the nucleons in the 

Fermi sea. Sun Zlyang et al. [ lO] assumed E. • E_,+(E+B)/n. To test 



the sensitivity of the results to the above assumption, calculations 
have been performed by assigning to the fast particle the average ener
gy of the particles above the Fermi level at each stage, i.e. E -
E +(E+B)/p - E +2(E+B)/(n+l). This induces a dependence on the exci-
ton number to the intranuclear scattering kernel and, hence, to the 
characteristic values ц£. Second, another disputable assumption is 
condition (13b). This condition only holds for An = +2 transitions. It 

should therefore be replaced in the case of An = 0 or An = -2 transi

tions. A reasonable choice in the case of An - 0 transitions is 

P[ PF, P'2 PF, (13c) 

whereas for the An = -2 transitions one may take 

P; < PF , p£ • PF , m a ) 

or 

P| - P r (13e) 

implying that in the latter case the fast particle does not take part 

in the collision. 

Introducing these assumptions into the master equation (6) for the 

preequilibrium angular distributions yields 

ал я(п,ОЛк = u*(n-2) X+(n--2) ;A(n-2) + u~(n+2) \"(n+2) С^(п+2) 

- [w(n) + X+(n) + \"(n) + (l-u°(n)) \°(n)] CA(n). (27) 

Note that the structure of the master equation (6) is preserved and it 
can be solved as before. Calculations [22] have been performed on the 
basis of equation (27). The results, however, do not differ signifi
cantly from those based on the roaster equation (6). This Indicates that 
the first collision provides the major contribution to the preequi
librium angular distributions. 

In writing down equation (12), we have averaged ever all possible 
energies Ej of the fast particle after the interaction. This is 
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justified in the case of a weak angle-energy correlation, which is 
likely to occur after some number of intranuclear collisions. One may 
question whether this is also valid for the first collision, i.e. for 
the lowest exciton state. The underestimation at very high emission 
energies of the angular-distribution coefficients by the generalized 
exciton model suggests a breakdown of this assumption at least for 
n - п.. A simple and straightforward procedure would be to assume the 
energy and the angle after the first interaction to be totally corre
lated, by identifying the particle emitted from exciton state n„ with 
the fast particle (thus, E! = e for n = n ) . Preliminary 
calculations [22, 26] show that this accounts for the above-mentioned 
underestimation with respect to the Kalbach-Mann systematics at high 
energies. This would imply that a simple modification of the present 
physical model has the same predictive ability with regard to preequi-
librium angular distributions as the empirical Kalbach-Mann parametri-
zation. 
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CHAPTER IV 

Random-Walk Model of Precompound Decay: 
Dynamics and Multi-Particle Emission* 

It is demonstrated that the dynamics of precompound nuclear decay can he formulated, 
with regard to emission spectra as well as angular distribution-., in terms •>! a simple 
random walk of the composite nuclear - w e n . In distinction to other preequilibrium 
models a discrete time parameter is introduced, corresponding to the number of in
tranuclear interactions. This random-walk description can be employed to analytically 
calculate se\eral characteristics of the equilibration process. such as the mean time to 
emission from an cxciton state, the mean first passage time, and the attainment of 
isotropy. Also a simple and compact description of multi-particle emission is obtained. 
A necessary and sufficient condition is given for the equivalence of the random-walk 
and the usual cxciton models. 
As an application some neutron emission spectra of neutron-induced reactions on : : I 
at f.= l5 to 50MeV ha\e been calculated. The results show that preeqiiilibnum effects 
are very important in the first-particle emission. In the emission of secondary particles 
preequilibrium effects need to be included at incoming energies above about 25 MeV. 
Preequilibrium effects in tertiary emission spectra are not significant below fc = 50Me\'. 

1. Introduction 

Preequilibrium theory provides a fairly satisfactory 
analysis of precompound decay reactions [I] . The 
dynamics of th: precompound decay process is most 
completely dcs:ribed by the so-called master equa
tions, which are able to reproduce the high-energy 
tail of the emission cross sections [2] and also, more 
recently, have been extended to explain the forward 
peaking of the angular distributions [3.4]. 
With regard to the angle-integrated emission spectra, 
(hidima et al. [5] have shown that the time evolu
tion of the precompound system corresponds to a 
discontinuous and temporally homogeneous Markov 
process: from this point of view the master equation 
is the appropriate Chapman-Kolmogorov equation 
of the random process of precompound decay. 
Therefore they suggested the use of Monte-Carlo 
methods in order to follow the time evolution of the 
system. 

In this paper wc attempt to further investigate this 
Markovian character and to extend this notion to 
the analysis of angular distributions. In existing pre
equilibrium models the process is described by 
means of a continuous time variable i: the changes 
in the state of the system, however, occur at the 
discrete instants of each intranuclear collision. In 
this work wc have chosen not to adopt a continuous 
time descripti >n. but to introduce a discrete time 
parameter Л/. viz. the number of intranuclear in
teractions after formation of the composite nucleus. 
This is closer to the intuitive and physical picture of 
precompound decay, and will enable us to elucidate 
several features of the process in a more direct and 
simple fashion. 
Proceeding in this way. we will show that the prc-
equilibrium process corresponds to a simple random 
walk (Sect. 2). Applying the method of the so-called 
generating functions, several aspects of this random 
walk are investigated: the average number of col
lisions in a given cxciton slate n before emission, the 

* Reprinted from: J.M. Akkermans and H. Gruppelaar, Z. Phys. A300 (1981) 345. 
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mean first passage iimc. ihc attainment of is.»tropy 
1П the Jllcuijf vïi^iiibuïii-ns. UiVu !.•»• •-ur^;~»V-- •-*! 

these quantities I Sect. л». Ihc random* alk model 
also yields л convenient description of multi-pariictc 
cnuvston (Sect. 4i. In Sect. 5 the connection with the 
widely used excilon model ts demomtratcd. Section 
6 t> dcxoied lo а discussion .«f numc.ical resulis (or 
mul II-part iele reactions at \arious energies 

2. Pituwpiwl Decay » a Siaalr 1 м < м « a i 

2.1. fJNLWMW S/w tra 

We start from the usual assumptions of prccquilib-
rium theory: the state of the composite nucleus is 
characterized h> a Fermi-gas particic-holc number и. 
with internal transition rates /Чиц /"int / H I and 
total emission rates win» lf**r simplicity in notation 
the dependence on the e\citatK»n energy is not in
dicated)- Now let \# he the number of itwo-hodyi 
interactions that has taken place in the system after 
the formation of the initial exciton configuration, 
and let q\n. Л/l he the probability of the system to 
he in excilon state n after M intranuclear collisions. 
Then the equation governing the lime deveU»pmeni 
of the composite nucleus is given by 

q\n. Aft = / " | и - 2 ( [ l m - 2>] lц\п- 2.M - It 

*;."(«»[ Пи»! хщп. М- I) 

+ /. in~2t[.Un~2t] ' фп^2.М U. il» 

where llnl is the total decay rate Unt~ / "mi - /"mi 
- /. |nl * и ui), in matrix notation this equation reads 

<*Л/>=Р«Л#- I). (2ai 

and therefore we ha\e 

4 t . \ / ) = P M
4 | 0 ) . iZbi 

with P containing the relative transition probabi
lities: q(0| is the initial condition, as usual heme 
equal lo ^ | 0 | = «».I. where i = I - In »i„l 2 and n„ is 
the initial excilon number. 
Fvidcnlly. these equations play the same role as the 
master equation in the common continuous-lime de
scription (see further Sect. 5). and include ail possible 
dynamical paths in particle-hole space. I ;om the 
abo\c formulation it is seen that the prccompound 
decay process corresponds ю a simple random walk 
of the composite nucleus in parlicle-holc space. The 
matrix P is the one-step transition matrix of this 
random walk. Due to the restriction of prccqtulih-
rium theory lo iwo-bmly interactions in the nucleus. 

we ha\e а random walk with nearest neighbour 
;•.!!•«»» ••«К. '*• .HMHIOI; to the possibilitx tor the s\s-
teni to stay in the same slate hv пк-ans ,«t a *~ -•» 
t r a n s i t i o n 
If emission t> neglected in the regular \ larko\ -chain 
matrix I*, the property Ы particle conservation is 
readily proved, noting the fact that all column Minis 
M P are equal to one then. Ir. this case, for \l - « 
the system approaches the equilibrium stute. gtven 
by the eigenvector of P with eigenvalue one isee c.g.. 
Ihji. this is the compound-nucleus state in which 
Bohr's amnesia hvpothests would be ahsolutch va
lid. 
Inciush>n of partiele emission leads !%• the property 
lim P*"'-# Ithe null matrix), which physically 

v . . 
means thai the system «i l l deexci le in the end. 
Because in physical cases the emission rates are 
much smaller than the total internal decay rates, the 
svsiem reaches a quasi-equiiihrium before having re
leased Hs energy ct»mpletely. Ihcreforc the concept 
of compound-nucleus formation remains valid, albeit 
in an approximate sense. 
The differential cross section tor emission of a par
ticle of type b can be written down immediately as 

dr. . 
| . l . f r l - r t^ x » J e . , l j l lnl j • Г1Я1. !-•• 

where n^ is the composite-nucleus formation cr>»ss 
section and flni is the total number of times the 
sisten» enter* exciton stale n 

fir, v q\n. \fi . i4a: 
и -

Combining |2bi with ;he property P ' •. we find 
for this summation, using matrix notation 

I if Pi ! « t b . i4bi 

where I is the unit matrix. It will be shown in Sect. s 

that the emission spectra thus calculated are the 
same as those calculated from the exciton model. 

Considering angular distributions ue base our dis
cussion apon the physical ideas cmhodici' in the 
generali/c.l exciton model of Mani/ouranis et al 
| .»| . the notali«»n c«»nf«>rms with thai of [4 | . In ad-
«iiiion to the excilon number n. this nunlel charac
terizes the stale of the nucleus bv a direct* <n f.'. 
which is identified with ihe direction of the fast 
incident particle on Ms wa> inside the nucleus The 

file:///arious
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fast particle, thus assumed to be the carriei of the 
angular information, graduall) looses the correlation 
with the incident direction by colliding with the 
nucleons in the Fermi sea. These collisions are sup
posed to be governed by the diffeiential free nuc-
leon-nncleon scattering cross section. Then the 
change in direction from i> to another direction W is 
given by the scattering operator G. 

G[iliï) 
tin1" 

JU u-un JÜ 
,1a''"1 

ilil J 
(5) 

In the exciton model this gives rise to a generali
zation of the master equation [3]. of which a simple 
solution method is given in [4]. 
Our discrete-time model leads to the following de
scription. Let чЦ2. М) be the probability that the 
composite nucleus is in angular state Q after M 
intranuclear collisions. Then according to the above-
mentioned ideas the equation for u{i2. M) is 

iiiil M)=\dü (HQ.Q)a(Q. Л / - 1). 

Hence we can symbolically write 

</|.W) = Gw</(0). 

I*a) 

(6b) 

where the power Л/ stands for a (convolutior.-like) 
.\7-fold solid-angle integral; </(()) is the initial con
dition for the angular distribution, different possibi
lities for which are discussed in [3] and [4]. 
liquation (5) shows that the operator G may be 
regarded as a stochastic integral kernel {\<HIG\Q,i?) 
= I). According to |6a) or (6b) then, the composite 
nucleus performs a random walk in the angular vari
able Q. The integral formulation of the random walk 
appears because il is a continuous variable, whereas 
matrices are encountered for discrete variables (like 
the exciton number n) The operator G is the one-
step transition function for this random walk. 
Combining the results concerning emission spectra 
and angular distributions, we conclude that the 
composite nucleus performs two independent ran
dom walks, one in the exciton number n and one in 
the angular direction Q. The total process can he 
described by a single equation by introducing the 
probability for the system to be in state in,i2) after 
Л/ interactions r/(/i,L>, Л/)-//(//, Л/) x a[Q. Л/). fol
lowing the argument of [4]. one can prove that the 
l.egendre polynomials are the eigenfunelions of the 
stochastic kernel (;. Then using vector notation and 
expanding in a l.egendre series: 
ql«. .V/|=Vij,|,V/)/J(cosf>). and denoting by //, the 
characteristic value of G of order /. we find 

•7,(0) containing the Legendre coefficients of the in
itial condition. Because \ft,\ < I for />() [4]. it follows 
that the equilibrium situation for the random walk 
in Q is the state of isotropy (conservation of angular 
momentum is not taken into account here). Anal
ogous to the procedure leading to (3) and (4). the 
double differential cross sections are uiven bv 

tlulQ (<i.'') = ^ ,X» / . ( " • ' • [ •'<")] 4in.ü). IM 

with Цп.И) — У </(/). il. M): the Legendre coef

ficients c,in) of Цп.и) are found from 

«/ = <! - /< /?) '*/!<»• O) 

If we consider the extended particle-hole space in.il). 
we may view the composite nucleus during the pre-
compound decay process as hopping in a random-
walk manner on a discrete set of concentric spheri
cal shells in this space (taking n along the radial 
direction), thus gradually loosing the "memory" of 
both direction and energy of the incident particle. 

3. The Equilibration Process 

3.1. Meun lime to emission 

The results of the preceding section provide an effec
tive framework for anaiv/ing the characteristics of 
the equilibrium process in precompound decay re
actions. This will be done by applying the method 
of random-walk generating functions, which con
stitutes a powerful m. is for describing the proper
ties of random walk: i"']. In the following we v ii 
include the possibility of emission du.lng the ran
dom walk, because it is physically most correct and. 
in addition, simplifies the algebra due to the proper
ty P v = 0 . Instead of the exciton number »/ we will 
employ the. for matrix calculations more convenient, 
index /'= I + ( H - H „ ) 2. 
first, let us introduce senile definitions in order to 
caleulate the mean and variance of the collision 
number at which emission occurs from state /'. Tiie 
generating function for this quantity is defined as 

0(/.--)= V гл',/(;. Л/). 10) 

for any : with | r | g l . The A'-th moment of the col
lision number in state i is defined bv 

?,(Л/> = (//(Р)м
Ч((0). (7) 

; ( / ! b [ £ <,(,.',ƒ)| V ,V/S,(,.A/) 
I \/ о J Л/ M 

<Л/;(/1> v ( I I ) 
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Table 1. .Average number of collisions in exciton state n before emission lor " 'Nb * n at 14.6 MeV I he collision needed 
for the formation of the composite nucleus is also counted: n(,= 3 and i ) 14. If onh / -transitions are included, the 
standard deviation equals /его 

txc'lton 
number 

;, 
? 
7 
4 

I I 
13 
15 
17 
14 
21 
23 
25 
27 

/ '. /•''. /. 
included 

Mean 

1 097 
7 3% 

105.1 
454.1 
524 6 
541.5 
54N.2 
55I.S 
554.2 
556.0 
557.3 
55X3 
559.3 

Standard 
deviation 

4.417 
73.I4 

3S2.S 
52s.5 
535.5 
535 9 
536.0 
536.0 
536.1) 
536.0 
536.0 
536.0 
536.0 

/ * and /. 
included 

Mean 

1.014 
3.950 

63.64 
171.9 
I9K.(] 
204.1 
2065 
20S.0 
204.2 
210.2 
211.3 
212.3 
213.3 

Standard 
delat ion 

1 662 
27.44 

143 1 
197.0 
194.5 
149." 
199.7 
144.7 
199.7 
199.7 
199.7 
199.7 
199.7 

/. ' and /." 
included 

Mean 

l.070 
2.305 
3.S37 
5.N52 
S.632 

12.64 
IS.70 
2x.}, 
44.3S 
72.51 

114.4 
122.2 
123.2 

Standard 
deviation 

0.2'3S 
0.604" 
I .osft 
1.795 
2.N59 
4.501 
7.1 34 

11 56 
19.39 
33.75 
57 U 
57.3~ 
57 37 

(>nl> / 
included 

Mean 

1 
2 
я 
4 
s 

6 
~ 
S 
V 

111 
11 
12 
13 

From these definitions it follows that the moments 
can be expressed in terms of the generating function 
according to 

<Л>'|, »> = |--Г.'z)kQU.z)\z_A\Q{i.\)} 112) 

Similar to the reasoning leading to (4b). the generat
ing function can be calculated to be 

QV.z)=[il-zP) ' ] , , (13) 

wliv-rc the standard initial condition </,(0) = ()H has 
been inserted. The quantity Q(i. I) is the total num
ber of limes the system is in state /'. Q{i. \)=Щ). 
which is directly related to the mean lifetime of state 
i (see Sect. 5). Now. introducing 

1С) V rwp-w = | | . 
M,l> 

\{z) = zf r:Viz) = [\-zP) 2zP=Viz)\Viz)~\] 

14a) 

14b) 
VH:) = :<' Г.-у(г) = (1-гР) '(i + :P)zP 

= l ,(r)[ l ' ( = ) - l ] [2Vl- - ) - ! J . (14c) 

we find from (12) and (13) for the mean and variance 
of the collision number of escape from stale /': 

<л/1/)> = 1,|(|) i ; ,( i) . 

гт:(/) = <Л/-(/)>-<Л/(/)>: 

[И. i i , , n > - [ i „ < n j : : u ' , , < i > ! ;-

(15a) 

15b) 

Because the emission probabilities do not depend on 
the time parameter V/, <Л/(/)> measures the mean 
lime (i.e., the average collision number) at which 

emission occurs from stale /'. In Table 1 results for 
<Л/(/)> and rr(i) are given for a typical case. \ i / . 
"•'Nb-t-н at 14.6 MeV; the effects of neglecting the 
/."- and or / -transitions are also shown. Of course, 
if only /.'-transitions are included, <»ƒ(/)}=ƒ (also 
counting the intranuclear collision that forms the 
initial configuration) ami т(/) = 0. 

.f 2. Mean First Passage lime 

As a second example we turn to the first-passage 
time, defined as the collision number at which the 
system enters state i for the first time. I et /(/. Л/) be 
the probability that the composite nucleus reaches 
state / for the first time at step number Л/: its 
generating function is then defined by 

/ • < / . - ) = V ; • " / • ( / . M). 
w о 

l ift) 

The k-ih moment of the fir:'.-passage time is defined 
according to 

<Л/А | / )>,= X /«'••*/> 1 M4U.U). I I ' 

and <Д/1(/)>, and FU.z) are related in the same way 
as <Л/;(,)> and Q\i,z) in (12). 
One may find the relationship between the two gen
erating functions F and Q by realizing that, if the 
system is in / at step ,V/ it must have reached there 
at some step m and then returned to / in Л/ т 
steps. This returning probability being (/'" "') wc 
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Table 2. Moan number ol collisions of first passage to exciton state и lor "\/> - n at 14.6 \JcV. for further eipl.uiath 
see fable I 

1 xeiton 
number 

', 
s 

7 

4 
II 
1 ' 
15 
17 
1') 
: i 
23 
25 
27 

/ './".' ' 
incl uiicil 

Mean 

1.000 
2.070 
3.312 
4.SM4 
7.047 

10.61 
17.43 
35.S5 

115.0 
407.4 
551.5 
55S.2 
559.3 

Standard 
d e l a t i o n 

0.0000 
0.273S 
0.6197 
1.165 
2.101 
3.454 
s.510 

2.VNS 
99.36 

3NN.6 
530.7 
536.0 
536.0 

/ ' and / 
included 

Mean 

1.000 
2.000 
3.00" 
4.04S 
5207 
Ь.-Ч2 
l) S l )7 

I6(4> 
45.37 

154.7 
209.2 
2122 
213.2 

Stamlard 
dc\ iation 

0.0000 
0.0000 
0.I1S5 
0.3145 
0.6-35 
l.3"3 
3 045 
S 656 

36.55 
144.5 
197.7 
i w -
199.7 

/ ' amt / " 
met uilcit 

Mean 

1.000 
2.0-0 
5.305 
4.S37 
6.S52 
9.632 

13.64 
14. -0 
24.31 
45.3N 
-3 51 

120 4 
122.2 

Standard 
deviation 

0.0000 
0 2-3N 
0.604" 
1 0S6 
1.-Ч5 
2.K59 
4.501 
7.134 

II 56 
14.34 
33.-5 
57.33 
5- .3-

(>nl> / 
included 

Mean 

1 
2 

;, 
4 
5 
6 
-
s 
4 

Ю 
11 
12 
13 

havi 

q\LM)= I I P " m)„Hi.i IIS) 

Multiply ing both sides by r " and summing from 
\/ = () up to infinity, we find after some algebra 

Qii.-")=[(/ zP) 'XiFl/.D. 

and hence 

119a) 

19b) 

The probability that the system enters state i at 
some instant just equals F\i. I): this probability is 
smaller than one (except, of course, for the starting 
state /= l ) as a consequence of the losses due to 
emission in the lower states. 
Analogous to the preceding case, the calculations of 
mean and \ariance of the first-passage time yield 

<Л/|,)>, = <Л/|,»-Г,(|1) („ID. (20a) 

ffJ«i')=ff:J/)-!»;i(IH-i,|l>-[,;ill)l:![l„lM] :-
120b) 

where <A/|/)> and n : |/) are given in 115a) and (I5h). 
Results are gi\en in Table 2. for the same reaction 
and the same assumptions as in constructing Ta
ble I. 

3.3. Allainmi'nl of' hnlropy 

from |6b) or (7) one may infer that the temporal 
development of the angular distributions is character

ized by (/!,)". where /i, is the /-th order Legendre 
coefficient of the normalized free nucleon-nucleon 
scattering cross section (»'. This suggests that the 
attainment of isotropy as a function of the e.xciton 
number is best investigated by considering the func
tion </("u>> defined by 

</«,"l'»=[ X 4H.\t)] ' X (/',)"4\i. M) 
L\i^n J .и = n 

:i> 

This definition makes it possible to investigate the 
influence of the different internal transition rates /. ' . 
/.". /. on the shape of the angular distributions in 
state 1. 
J-'rom ("21) and 110) it is clear that 

</.,"(;)> = (>«./',> (?('• I). (22a) 

and therefore 

</'>>>= Г,,(/«,) (,,(D. (22b) 

I or the variance we find 

r7 : ( , . / ( , )= ; r j l ( / ( ( ' ) ( ; l ( i ) - f ( ; l ( / , , i ) : ; f ( , , i i i | : . (22.;i 

Table3 contains the calculations for / = l . the most 
interesting l.egendre order, for " 'Nb f /1 at 
14.6 MeV: the eigenvalue /i, was taken to be 2 3 <the 
standard value for heavy nuclei, see [4|l. The initial 
condition for the angular distribution has not yet 
been added to (22) and to Table 3. This implies that 
the system reaches isotropv even faster, depending 
on which initial condition is adopted. 
Combining the results of this section, the following 
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Table 3. \itainment <<l ьопч>р> a- a luiieiion " I e\eib>n minibei lm " ' N b • и а! 14(>Xk\ See le\ l 1ч tunlier details. It 
onlv / -transitions are laken чип aee.umt. llie standard deviation equals /его 

1 xenon 
number 

Ï 

s 

^ 
4 

i ; 

15 

15 

r 
14 

21 

->-> 

'• . f . ' 

ineluded 

Mean 

05Г51 
0.5SSh 

,)-.-.-.-. 
(Mil's 
o.ix)25 
IMHH)5 
(МХЮ1 
( М Ш ) 
(MXXX) 
• >.(MMM> 

(MHXX) 

Standard 
de\ la t ion 

111 N45 
iu4:( . 
n. is» 
<M>M>2 
0 0 1 M 
(MN>5(> 
1МХМУ 
IMXXIN 
I MX MM 
oixxi: 
D.tXXII 

' ' a m i / 
ine luded 

Mean 

II 'MSO 
OfOllS 

(i.2'0.' 
0.0454 
(MX»?' 

O.IK)2(> 
().(Х)П 
O.IXXIS 
IMXXIs 

(Mxxi; 
o.txxo 

Standard 
de\ la l ion 

0.(1541 
(K).\ ' 

о.:о:ь 
II.IWW 
0 0 5 4 ' 
0.1)155 
IMXIS4 
0.1X152 
O.IX>55 
0.1x122 
IMKH5 

/ ' and / ' 
inc luded 

M e a n 

I I ' ) " : 

O t t U I 
l l . 5421 
I) Г 0 4 
( М П 5 
0.1)25" 
IMXI51) 
l ) (X) | l ) 
0(МХ)| 
DIXMX) 
IIIXXM) 

S tandard 
d c u a t i o n 

l ) 0S"5 
0 115') 
1) I I 4 
m i M . t . 

0.1)5(0 
D02S4 
I M H I 2 
IMKIVJ 
O.IIOOS 
DIXMII 
DIXXMI 

( ) t i l \ / 
m J l u t e d 

Mean 

1 HOtl 
1)(>|ф" 
0 4444 
o.2')(>5 
о p>"5 
о.РГ 
II.IIS'S 
DOSSS 

o.D5')i) 

IHPMI 
и i l l "5 

picture emerges. With regard to the influence of lit =0 
and J H = — 2 transitions, the predominant factor 
in determining the mean first passage times of the 
states below the equilibrium exciton number ij are 
the 1/i = 0 transitions. 
The mean emission time, however, is target) de
termined bv the . ! « = - 2 transitions, except lor the 
«-values near »i„. The .1л = 0 transitions contribute 
to a rapid convergence of the angular distributions 
towards isotropv more than .1//=—2 transitions do 
at the lowest exciton stales, whereas at higher n-
states the .1;i=—2 transitions become dominant. 
With increasing excitation energy or increasing mass 
of (he composite nucleus, the total influence of the 
/."- and / -transitions becomes progressively less 
important for both the first passage and emission 
times and for the angular distributions. In actual 
fact, the total numerical influence of /"- and / -
transitions is not very great, except for low incident 
energies and light nuclei. Л general characteristic arc 
the large standard deviations, in particular for the 
emission time where the standard deviation is rough
ly of the same order as the average. For the first 
passage time the standard deviations are somewhat 
smaller, whereas for the angular distributions the 
standard deviation is of the order of ten percent of 
the mean value. 

4. Multi-Particle emission as a Random-Walk 
Process 

4.1. ill^U'-llllCiinili'd (loss XV( lions 

The random-walk model outlined in this paper de
scribes in a unified wav the sheddinu of Ihe nuclear 

excitation energy from time / = 0 up to infinity, 
hence comprising both preequilibrium and (quasi-i-
equilibrium stages of the reaction. Therefore one 
would expect that it is possible to derive unified 
expressions also for multi-partic'e di-cav reactions 
such as the in. 2n) reaction, this problem will be 
addressed ш this section. 
I el us consider the two-particle decay reaction 
</-(- I -».Y --»)'*/>,. ) - » / • /'.. Now suppose that par
ticle />, is emitted from the composite nucleus Л 
after A/, steps, and particle Л, is emitiei! from the 
residual nucleus } after A/, steps | .W,g. \ i , ) : their 
emission energies are ;:, and ;:,. respectively. 
After A/, interactions in the composite nucleus V 
the distribution of the excilon-staic occupation 
probability is given bv 

qx|A/,) = | I V " ' q x l ( » . 123 a) 

where Pv is the one-step transition matrix and qx |0l 
is the usual initial condition Willi respect to the 
nucleus Y. Ihe initial distribution for the secondary 
emission from the residual nucleus ) after A/, in
teractions in .V is found bv simple multiplication 
with the emission probabilities: 

q ) |A/ l)---|M | /»,.; : ,)tPx)w 'qx |0). 123Ы 

where I.,)/»,.;:.) is the diagonal matrix with ihe 
probabilities nx|/),..:,.(!)[ 1и>| ' of jnission from 
V on Ihe main diagonal, (iiven the emission at the 
A/,-111 step, the occupation probability distribution 
Willi respect to ) al the A/,-ih slep (so the number 
of interactions in ) is A/. A/, I can be written as 

q , l \ / . . A/,l |P ()W " Ч ) | А / , | . (24) 
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Here. P, is the one-step transition matrix with re-
speel ю ) and corresponding lo a different exci
tation energy /., = /.\ B|/>,l--.:,; also the number
ing of the exciion states for ) is different. \ i / . i:, = nN 

nl/',)- where »(/ ' ,! is the nucleoli number of the 
emitted particle /'. lonk particle numbers change, 
hole numbers remain the same). The procedure of 
cross-section calculation is similar to that outlined 
in Sect. 2.1. The total number of times the system 
occupies state n of )'. /,|»il. is obtained by summing 
(2-l| o\er all possible combinations of Л/, and Л/ , : 

I, z: lim V V (p^v 

= | | - Р , ) 'q , |w) . 

1.Х | / ' , .11ИРХ» , ' :ЧХ |0| 

12? a) 

with q , | 0 | acting as the initial condition for the 
second step: 

q ) | 0 ) = L v | r > , . , , M l PX) 'qx lO| . 125 b) 

Hence tiv solution is found by subsequently solving 
two tr.diagonal matrix equations, instead of one in 
the case o\' single-particle emission. According!}, the 
cross s in for the process .Y-* >" •*-/>,. ) " - » / — /», is 

In: h,.b:l = ^„X »)('':.<:.-.">f !>!">] 'f, ln). 
126) 

The extension to processes ot the type |<i: fr,./i,.r>,) 
and higher order is straightforward and will there-
lore not be discussed here. In this case one has lo 
solve three iridiagonal matrix equations, and so on. 

4.2. \114ular Distributions 

The forma! extension lo angular distributions of em
itted particles is easily performed by substituting 
/,(«.<.') instead of / , |n) in l2d>. I;or the I.egcndrc 
coefficients of f,|i,. Ü) |4) has to be used with jf,|0) 
referring to slate V. 
1 lie physical rcle\ance of tin-, approach needs some 
discussion. I he main problem of the extension to
wards nuilti-pariiele emission - that the "fast par-
ticle concept" Id. Seel. 2.2) is not very realistic. This 
concept holds only when emission occurs from the 
initial siale. whereas the model also leads lo 'orrecl 
results in the other limiting case. i.e. after .1 large 
number of collisions. In our extended model it is 
assumed thai aller emission of a first particle there is 
again a "fast" panicle which is the carrier of angular 
information, with «in "initial" angular distribution in 
the residual nucleus equal lo thai of ihe previously 
eniiiieil panicle. Hie recoiling nucleoli, excited in 

the inilial 11,, = 3 s i t e of the composite nucleus, 
might be considered to play the role of the "fast par
ticle" lor the second step. If the emission in the first 
slep originates from the tnit-ai stale I which will to a 
large extent be the case when preequilibrium effects 
are to be impor'anl in »' * step), (his assump

tion is more or less к ,- nol. the validity of 
this assumption is highly questionable. However, ihe 
same problem occurs for ihe prediction of angular 
distributions of first emitted panicles from states 
with 11 larger than 11,,. In this case a proper para-
nietri/ation of the IIIIHICI max lead lo zooi.1 fits [4. 
IS]. 

5. Relationship «tiiti the Fxeilon Model 

5.1. fJi/nirii/t'Hi4' <>/ RanJom-Wiilk and Exiiton Model* 

In this section we will discuss the connection be
tween the random-walk model and the exciion mo
del, as expressed by the well-known master equation 

' ' ' . ""•" -- s -. -> 
= / l/i 2 ) . / | n - 2 . i)~/. in -2) i / in - 2. M 

- [ / 'III) +• / (II) - » | l l ) ] i / l l l . f l . 

or in matrix form 

q|f) = A q | r ) . 

12 'al 

i :?bi 

By inspection of | l ) and |27) it will be clear from the 
physical content of these equations that the txxo 
models should be equivalent. We will demonstrate 
this 111 a rigorous manner here. 
The relevant quantities for the compulation of cross 
sections are the mean exeiton-siale lifetimes, defined 

by r | in= |(/ |».n</r. By time-integrating (27b) we 

obtain the governing equation for ' mean lifetimes 

r--= - Л 'q |0) . l2M 

Го establish the relationship with the random-walk 
model we note from |27) and | l ) that 

Л = | Р - 1 ) . 1 . 12')) 

with P being the one-step transition matrix of the 
random v 'k. and .1 beinu the diagonal matrix with 
the total decay rates l |n | as elements. Comparing 
now |4b) and |2S) we find las one might expect) 

: | n ) - [ 1|н)| 'ми). 30) 

vvhcrj M»l is the total number of times the system is 
in state n. I rom |3) il is then evident that the two 
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models will yield the same emission spectra, pro
vided a single set of parameters is used for both 
models. The same can be ' ч п for the double 
differential cross sections b' .igous methods. 
Moreover, it is possible to prove that the solutions 
of the random walk in continuous time and of the 
master equation are identical HI all times. This is 
true if [mul only if') it is assumed that the time 
interval between two subsequent intranuclear col
lisions is governed by a Poisson process (compare 
also [5]) with an exciton-stale dependent set of 
probability densities 

<//•»!. f »= . l « i i ) exp [ - . l ( nw] . (311 

and in addition (29) holds. The inverse >f the total 
decay rate [ 1 ( H ) ] ' =[/ .*(«) + /."(и) + / (/i)+n|;i)] ' 
is seen to be the average time interval between two 
interactions. The proof consists of a generalization 
[S] of the Laplace-transform method due to Be-
deaux el al. [ 9 ] : because it is rather complex and 
only of theoretical interest we will not give it here. 
Thus, the two models are indeed equivalent.* 
This equivalence implies that all results obtained 
with the random-walk model can be cast in terms of 
the exciton model, l o r example, the generating func
tion for the master equation is defined by the Laplace 

transform Q{i.s)=\c "</(;. i\Jt = ( N - A) 'i/l/.O:: 

moments are found by applying the operator - Г Лч 
at 4=0 . Lor the mean time to emission /(/> and the 
mean first passage time l't\i) we obtain 

T4) = - l l : ) , , I .-J '»,,. (32a> 

7,(i>= ƒ( / ) - ( 1 4 , I 1 4 , - (32hl 

to be compared with 115a) and |20a(. Their м -
riances are also easily derived with the aid of the 
moment-generating functions. Note also that Q\i.«)» 
= r|/l. the mean lifetime of slate i. 

5.2. linn' Scales in ilw Rcinlion Process 

Next, we add a note about the lime scales occurring 
in the preequilibrium process. The two independent 
random walks performed by the composite nucleus 
lone in the particle-hole space, the other in the 

* I he random walk equation ll I explicit!) accounts fur I he occur
rence of In l> iransiiions Because Us solution in continuous 
lime is identical to lhal of Ihc master equation |27al. Ihis proves 
thai ihe l»i ll transition* should not explicit!) enter the master 
equation, contrar) to the opinion expressed in l^l and [|ll|. Ihis 
question has also been discussed h) luider [II | and b) Hctak 
and Dohes [ I2|. using diffcrcnl methods 

angular variable <A as outlined in Sect. 21. migh ; 

reach their equilibrium situation (a lime-independent 
distribution over the exciton states and isotropv of 
the angular distributions, respectively) in different 
time scales. Л consistent definition of the time scales 
can be given as follows: 

cxp[l/>, ~ o-J /,]<< 1. |33a) 

cxp [ | ,> , - , . , ) / , ]<« 1. |33b) 

e x p [ / i , 7 , ] « l . «33c» 

where />, and />, are the absolutely smallest and 
second smallest eigenvalues of the mas'.T matrix A. 
and where />, is the in absolute value smallest eigen
value of B,= - | | - / i , P ) . ' = - | ) . th "••nsition Г 
trix of the generalized master equa. hen t, 
stands for the time of reachinv isotropy (or svm 
metry around 90° if one takes tmo accotiiit con
servation of angular momentum). 7, is the time at 
which the energy is statistically distributed over the 
nucleons (usually denoted by 'I' ). and 7, corre
sponds to the time niiM nuclei are deexcitated and 
the process ends. In random-walk terms we have the 
equivalent definition: | T , < 7 , ) W ^ 1 . irr. rr ,)4• '« I. 
\f>i)4'4\. where r,, and n, are the largest and the 
second largest eigenvalues of P. and n, is the largest 
eigenvalue of the matrix /i, P 1/5 11. 
Numerical calculations of the eigenvalues indicate 
that in all cases f . к / у and. hence. 7, < /- . As an 
illustration, for the same reaction as used before. 
" ' N b - H at 14.6 MeV. one finds | <g taken to be 
<0 . l ) : 7, * 5.0 - 1 0 : , s . 7 , * 1.0-10 : " s. f,5:1.0 

- 1 0 , 4 s . and Л/, * 6 . A / , * 13. A / , * 1.000 col
lisions. At higher excitation energies / , approaches 
/ , . bul the difference between 'I. and 7 becomes 
somewhat more distinct. •' 'onsequenth. in the pre
equilibrium stage we can distinguish two phases: the 
first one having forward-peaked, and the second one 
showing symmetric angular distributions. However, 
according to the present model the emission from 
the second phase is not very important 

5.3. Mulri-hiriith' Emission 

In terms of ihe exciton model the cross section for 
the process (/ • / -»Л - V • /»,. V - / • b. (see 
Sect. 4| becomes 

. . ((/:/>,./',)=rr x n,(/.,.с..»») г,(м|. (34a) 

where 
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Tt = -A>'4i ( i» . (34b) 

q l |0)=W4(b l . i : , )r ï . |?4c) 

4 = - A v ' q x | 0 ) . |34d) 

with \\ \ </'i. J:! > containing the emission rates 
н x|/),.j:,.«) on the main diagonal. Here ^</,|«,0) is 

H 

equal to the ratio of formation cross sections of ) 
and A". From the form of these equations it is clear 
that the procedure of computing multi-particle emis
sion cross sections (and their Legcndre coefficients) 
just consists.of a repetition of the first-particle calcu
lation (although with different initial condition, etc.). 
This leads to a very elegant and fast calculation 
method, in particular when full advantage of the 
tridiagonality of Av and A, is used as described in 
[13]: a very fast algorithm, valid for any initial 
condition, is given in [4]. 
Only a few other procedures for the calculation of 
preequilibrium effects in multi-particle emission with 
master-equation exciton models have been suggested 
in literature. Ol'khovskii and Plyuiko [14] have 
ised more complicated expressions, mainly because 

they had to deal with the separation of equ:Hbrium 
and preequilibrium components in the \arious steps 
of the reaction process. Bëtak and Dobes [15] prob
ably ha\e followed a procedure close to our adopted 
method, though with a different (iteration) procedure 
for tne solution of the master equations. Finally, we 
note that in [16] multi-particle emission is approxi
mated by assuming that for e.citon states in residual 
nuclei no internal transitions are possible, allowing 
only for prompt panicle emission. 

6. Multi-Particle Emission Calculations 

ft./. Code System PRASd 

In the previous section it has been shown that 
multi-particle emission can be described in the 
framework of the master-equation exciton model, 
introducing simple modifications in the calculation 
procedure. We have applied these modifications to 
our code PR FANG f 17], by including an option 
that the target is in an excited state populated by a 
previous reaction. The corresponding exciton distri
bution q,(0) of this state has to be obtained from a 
previous calculation ami is read as input. The fast 
routine of [4] was :;.--rtcd for the solution of (he 
master conations. In older to facilitate the organi
zation oi input and output the new code PRI -
ANG2 is executed as part of a code system, stored 

•-RANK- FLOW DIAGRAM 

Hg. I. I low diagram of the I'R.AMi code system. Ihc code 
I'RIQIN prepares input lor I'KI \N(i2 . using files with inverse 
cross sections and excitop. distributions of excited states and in
teractive input from a (. R Г terminal. Ihc spectra produced b> 
PRl-.ЛМ; 2 are sorted b\ the code SOK l'XS 

in the FORTRAN library PRANG. The system is 
operated interactively from a terminal connected "o 
the CIX-C YBFR-175 computer. The maximum 
field length used is 57 k words. A How diagram of 
PRANG is given in Fig. I. 
With the PRANG system it is quite easy to calcu
late multi-particle emission spectra for an arbitrary 
number of emissions, taking into account compe
tition of up to six different particles. A gamma-ray 
emission option is being prepared. After each emis
sion the number of competing particles can be 
i:h;:'^_-'- likewise the .xciton distribution can be 
ovcrwrim : with the equilibrium distribution (4) 

a "•••;• j I /.'{m-2) /. (ml. (351 
m «,, ^ 2 

where the constant <• is obtained from the require
ment that V i/"'('i) is equal to the ratio of formation 

cross sections of У and Л lel И4)). Il is also possible 
to prescribe the maximum onicr of I.egcndre poly
nomial coefficients to be calculated in each step. 
These options allow the user to study the preequilib
rium effects upon cross sections, emission spectra 
and angular distributions in each step of the re
action. Such (relative) effects are calculated with a 
high precision, because the same procedures are 
used for equilibrium calculations and combined pre-
equilibrium equilibrium calculations, i.e. the compai-
ison is made on exactly ihc same fooling. 
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frijt-i Го:а1 ru , »v'rum of ncuum-induccd 
'•••ч»>п- on 1 .1 f = i JA>n . Ihc neutron production aller 
I... н!Ь irmiNMnn i» indicated b\ cncircicd numbers ïhe dotted 
curve indicate» ptvei|uilibritur. спи-чор. on the n ••lep lef. Га 
WeJi. Ihc caicuiai.-d ii'tti produc'.ion »pcctrum nut he »>тп-
p.inj »nh the сцшмЬгшгп re-.u't ut.î he cunei ami mca-urc-
ricni» of hermsdorf .-t al. [I'M At hijsh cmi«.:on encriie» the 
.ulopled formalism for ihc level deibilv leads to poor results f i 
Is). In the bollom part of ihc lieurc tho effect o! ,i->;;nun; 
cijuiithriiim erm*>r>n in ih.- »cco.id ow»»ion ;» Tdiciited in per 
cent lef. ГаЫе>1 

Л.2. l'reciiuilifv-iih- £//«'•-•> in Multi-l'tinnU- hnhsion 

Previously [4. IX| an intsrcomparison between cal
culated and experimental [h) | neutron pr.4lucti->u 
spectra was made for neutron-induced reactions at 
14.6 MeV incoming energy. In that studv effects of 
multi-par. Jo emission W.TC not included, assuming 
that these effects are small at high emission energies 
( o f t MeV |. Wilh the new code system this assump
tion was checked e.g. for l : I. The total neutron 
production spectrum of '-*!. calculated wrth and 
without prccquilibrium emission is shown in i. 2. 
In additii>n. the effect of neglecting precquii:' • i'.n 
emission only after the first-emitted ,>iirticles is 
shown. Л1! parameters .idopted in the calculations 
are identical with those of [4. |S|. 
from iig. 2 it follows that at f.-14.6 Me V there is 
quite good agreement between measurem. nt fll)j 
and calculation Лч It »'• neutron '.-mission energies r 
there is a large difference between the total neutron 
pro-'-ciion s^'ttrnm (after step2) and the spectrum 

of the first-emitted neutrons latter step I». i he shupr 
of the equilibrium neutron p. .Auction spectruni 
idashevi curve) is of course complete!} different. 
However, the effect of neglecting preequihbnum 
emission in step2 is very small. I his must he as
cribed to the fact that most of the т . 2н>-г-.-:сПоп 
passes through highly excited states in !~ I .. aieh 
are populated quite late in the reaction process. The 
calculated |.-i. 2»il cross section amounts 1.602 mi\ in 
fair agreement with the recommended experiment»? 
value of I.JvW-NOmb [2<>|. Neglecting preequilc' 
ruim contributions in the first emission leads to the 
much higher value o\ 1.44*) nib. agreeing surprtsinglv 
well with the result of a much more sophisticated 
statistical-model calculation: ^.,-,= l/MSmb [21 J. in 
which angular momentum was conserved, discrete 
level excitation was included, a fine energy grid was 
used :»nd -ray competition '».Js accounted for. I'.J 
lasi-mcr".i;or«ed effect is not important to calciiUuc 
the iiuïgriiu-i! т . 2T)-CTOS> section, but shrws up in 
the shape of the secondary neutron emission spec
trum. It is ,i relatively small effect in the shape of 
the f.»f(i/ neutron production spectrum. The mam 
conclusion .:f this paragraph is ihat at E- 14.6 MeV 
only pieequilibrium effects in the first panicle emis
sion need to be considered and that this effect has 

r - 1 1 — 

• 
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T 

1 — 1 1 1 — 

" • ' l 
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Fflt .»- iol.ii neutron production spectrum of neutron-induced 
rc.utioib on I ,il f. In Me'» See caption of f ij 2 for expla
nation of svxhols 

http://iol.ii
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KÏC--I. Ьча! ncmri'n pri<du«;!itin -.pivtrim <<f ricuiron-irtvluccvl 
rc.uiii'iiN .T I .il f. - VI McV Vc i;ip(i«n <•!' (IJ: ' fi-r cxpla-
nad'rt i-l -iir.N'lv I hc pnvuiiilinnum tr.uih-n in ihc м-ч>гч1лг\ 

T 1 1 1 I 1 Г 

X 

^ 

V ie. 5. .il ncuiri'n pr.'<!iulii'n spct'irihn i»f ncuirimimluccil 
и 1 .il h. V»\l i \ Sec c.ipdxn <•( lij; - for c\pl.i-
;.м:Ьм|ч Ihc prcci|inlibrtiim fr.Kiicn in ihc ^ccomlary 
• • • • ; m l 4 : i .. 
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Kif-*- b>[.il nculr.xi рг-ч1и-'и>п ^pccirum .•! ncuiriw-intiusCii 
reatii->n* >>n - I J! f. ViMtV Sec слрч-п • •! lig - t'.-r o p u -
naiion i>f simhxls the prfn|iiiiihr:um tract i<>ns in :hc s w n d and 
ihird cnii%4im\ amount V> ami • - . re-pcitnch 

a significant influence on IH.'M and in.2n) reactions 
land possible other single- or multi-particle emission 
reaciionsl. This is in agreement with the obser
vations of Seidel et al. [221. based upon an approxi
mative h\bnd-model approach, and those of Holub 
el al. in a recent review published in this journal 
Г-Ц 
At higher incoming neutron energies many more 
reaction:* contribute to he total neutron priHiuction 
and the maximum energv of the emitted sccondarv 
particles increases. In figs. 3 to 6 cxa 'ïples are given 
of neutron production spectra at £ = 2(1 to >0\leV. 
v ompctition of neutrons, protons and v-partieics has 
been accounted for: the model parameters are the 
same as used in [4. | s | . 
The prt'trqmlibrium lnifimn\ of the contributions i f 
neutrons emitted in 'he first three reaction steps are 
given in Table4. Their spectral distributions are in
dicated in ligs. 2 to 6 b> dotted curves, representing 
cmisNJon spectra, calculated bv neglecting equilib
rium emission in each last step onlv At the highest 
incoming energies E a large number of first-emitted 
neutrons results from prccquilihrium processes, so 
that the secondarv emission spectrum has strong 
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l a U r 4. !Vx4|uiiihriuin !rjcit*T.' in calculated i:cu(r<.»n ctn!«.»4i 
СТ»»»-ч 4CClU41^ *»t ncUtr*4l-lt!\luCC*i rcJCth»ltN .»I1 I 

f- Ut СП1Гхь!«»Р 
I M C V I i „» 

_ÏK1 спн%\ь,г.1' 
I ' I 

141. 
> i 
•*ч 

in 
4» 
s«> 

'•4 
•4 
M 
* • » 

44 
4> 

"t alcututcü b \ nc^kviaic . илпмчоп» ami c»iv:r»«!t.«>.i>. !r->m 
c\citon -talc» «rib к -п. «.here к i*f> i zt. | 2 4 | . с IN ihc 
siiif.c-partic.c Icie» «tcnsitv an«l f, the c \ j l i l i .<n снеге». V Ï Л\^< 
I ie> 2 t» f» 1.1.4k-J cunes i 

Prcisjut.ibriurn t"r.u!i»>fi i:i contribution .'I neuron-» crnMtc»! m 
the second i»r third -.tcp of the rcact tni . ciicui^lc.i b \ invUu!>ti|: 
N»th ргссцшЫчщт and сцшНгчшш с.чппгннюпч in ihc prc-
l » > l h *tcpt>> 

upto 2 0 \ l c V ii.e. less than 1.1 . i. However, a; high
er energies this traction increases: ma\nnuüi crr.>rs 
of 4.4".. t»> - .».»"„ arc observed in ihc счч»1->п 
spectra a*. 25 it» 5 o \ l c V .see I . iblc5i Ih err,•:•» in 
the inu-Viili-J cross -ec'.i»»!'- •• . «i:ail lies* 'has» 
2 '.. at £ - 5 о \ | е \ ' ) • V -|-c»..ral disinbtiti.-n • •! tlic 
ст»'Г\ :-. btMRM in the rv4i«4i! jiar-ч i.; t-ig^ 2 :»• <• 
Ireequihbft --Sect» in tcrt-irx .-: •* u .uv-t not 
to he inci'.'-Jcii К « •' л»»-".. 
Ill ' h . ' C.'Icui.ttlOl, с ' 2 > M c Y i V i . ' i . i l i i i r • !(»!. rii'HN «>! 

(He in.noriant «^. 2/rt. I". ли» ;»ri-* i».. »•,•> - l»i. />«> rc-
ïv'üoav 'He егг«-гч due to the eeushhriun; assumption 
in -.ecoiiJ.-rv emi~si»»ti ;:ч' 2 2 ... I V at-d 4 ' 
respectively However, for multi-pan vie cmissi» 
actions with small cross sessions ; " гг.Ь. -:. 
ftirirt* errors could he much larger, alrcadv near »,ie 
threshold energies. 

Tabir 5. \1a\ininni егг.чл doc to ;hc a-.si,nipti»»n of equilibrium in 
calculates! neutron em»ss:*»n spectra »»f ihc rcactn»n :" Ur, *n\ 

b. 
iMeVi 

1st - 2mi cmissn-n 1st - 'm l - »rd emission 

iMeVi i ... .X IcX i 

146 

»<> 
411 

< • -

44 
SI 

i I 

' I mission eütfTjrv at nhich the largest relative error ь I.'iiinl >cc 
ai».» I i i^ 2 [•> h iN'ttKiu part •>! lie .rc^i 

ï h e nci»:ri<r. emi«4»4i spcciriir.i i i . I » j » calculate»! b \ inchuiini: 
up t.. t»>> or three епн^чып» ic>>'unin-» » ami s respectief;. i. the 
ipcclruni « 1.1 « a s ..bt.-ineil b> assuming ецшЬЬгшт in the i.ixt 
лт»»»<п 

Mavinium necarve error at h s»'Me4 is ' " ami -«ccur» .11 
. ' » V e V i | i c M 

preequilihriuni characterisiics as well. I he pre-
equilihrium conirihiitions were calculated with ihc 
closed-form expression [ I ' l 

Г1И1 
€/ |K.Ï*» |m» »>> 

\3. MuUi-VariuU- hjniwiitn An^uhir ПыпЬшйт* 

\ similar investigation could he performed f,»r the 
ai.uiilar distributions hv studving the spectral shape 
of their l.esendre c«vffiaents. We have investigated 
onl . the angular distribution ,»f neutr><n emission 
spectra at E'.= I4.*> M-.-V. lor uhich a proper para-
mcin/al ion [4. | S | has heen made bv adjustin»: tvv.' 
zlith,il parameters !o fit experimental data [ I')] for a 
large set of target nuclei. I he results for " I are 
xhown in l i g . ~. Because of secondary emission the 
I egendre cvfllcients h.ive been decreased at the low
est emission energies. I he I erretv're coefficients r. 
and / . were normalized as ilefiivd in [4. I s j . In the 
bottom part of the figure ihe effects »<l assimiing 
isotropv in the second emission are shown, these 
effects are relative!) large compared M ihe small 
effects in ihe angle-integrated spectra bv assuming 
equilibrium i.i the second step tt ig. 2i. I his orig
inates from the fact that the isotropv assumption 
aiwavs decreases /, and t.. whereas a decrease in 
ihe high-energv pari of ihe .ingle-miegrated spec
trum is alniKst entirelv eomncnsaied bv an increase 
at low energies. I herelore. il is expected th.it at high 
incoming energies the iso.ropv assumption in secon
dary emission max lead to quite large errors .u the 
lowest emission energies. 

where i/lA.O) is the initial cxciton disinhiiiion icf. 
!.<4ci». At the first emission ./(A.0) <>4„ and i3ft» 
reduces to ihe usual closed-form expression for n»i». 
In recent models for ihe calculation of neutron cross 
sections iipio iiho ! 20 MeV preequihhriuni emission 
is accounted for in the lir\i emission onlv (see e.g. 
[24|). This seems justified, because of ihe small pre-
equilibrium fraelion in secondary neutron emission 

~. СппсИвмт 

It has h;en shown in detail ih.M the process of 
prccompouiul decav can be described .is a sjri.ip|L-
ra inlcn waik. Ihis provides the p»»ssibil:;. ю .ipplv 
the vast m.itheUiaHcal apparatus rei'.inlmg random 
walks to problems of preeqiiilibriuni llieorv. Instead 

file:///1a/ininni
http://th.it
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Ив-Т I \{vrin:cnui jn.1 слкчЬкч: n-'fnuii/t-d I cjcmirc nvt-
ïïcicr.ïH ' лгл* * л«. л tiir4ïi«»n i*l »r:ntNM»»n cncrcv (cxprc^-nM in 
..ч:гисг-1,(-тд*ч .-.xtcnit W псчЧ^п •гплг-лнч* .»! rsculbm-imlucc»! 
гск:ичь ни ' I jt /. I-lf-M.V. I he t>-cfficK.-.il* . . iknijicJ 
jffcr the n'4 ennwr-n .ire m>fis.i[ctf b\ cnvircic*! гппЬсгч I • mc 
Ь»»и,*т parï ft 'he fiuurc mc cflw! »»t л^ипнпг !м«гир\ in tiw 

of resorting lo time-consuming numerical methiHis 
(e.g. Monte-C arlo methods), one is «hen able in 
analvticallv caiculale I he characterisiics of the prc-
compound decav process in terms of Ihe transition 
matrix alone. As an example results of calculations 
of the time to emission from an cxciton state, the 
first passage time and the attainment of isotropv. are 
i:i\cn. including mean vallies anil standard de
viations of liiese quantities. !t turns out that the 
'mcniorv' of ihe direction cf the projectile is lost on 
a faster lime scale than the time scale of equilib
ration with respect to the energv: therefore the pre-
eqtiilibrium stage is actual!) divided into Iwo phases. 
An interesting applicalion of the random-walk con
cept could К- the calculation of variances and co-
variances of lifetimes and emission cross sections 

Another practical application of this work concerns 
Ine calculation of niulli-pariicie emission spectra 
and angular distributions. In view of the recent in-
leresl in neutron cross section evaluations from |0 

to *'.• \ 1 e \ . e.g. tor tiisioii r!:a!er:.«! :r:.i.::s". • 
lilies [2b\. АС have introtiuced л •'.:-.:!---r ::":.. - " 
ЧИП ot-lion lllio our vide I'Ki \ \ ( i I" 
calculations were performed tor vic'.-i.•••.:-::.•;•....:•: :.-
action-, on - I at t. !-*> ..• 5п \кЛ ihe :.->... 
show that for calculations below t. 2^ \\Л .: -
tisiialU sufficient :o include preeqmi.briii:-'. e:r.>-:. : 
onlv in first-particle euiissi.in. Ihis s -he .urrer" 
practice when a preequiiibnum part ь introduced ::. 
Ilairser-leshbach statisiieal-ni.4ici covL-s i-c.g :---.• 
However, at higher energies. nreequiiibrr;n. c'.e..:-
alsn nee»! In be included in secondary panicle o:.:--
sh«n. he/»»%> about 5*1 MeV ihis is not required in :!.e 
'h ir i l Cüllss i . li. S»»nii' r ,rHlIll l . ; . ir\ i > K - f . . i l ' . ' ! b W.ih 

regard to mutii-p>t:'iicSe emission angular distri
butions have been reported -v. the previous section 
f urthcr paranict'i/ation of the angular-distribution 
part ot the cxciton т«ч!е1 is required be In re detailed 
studies : multi-pariiele emissinn angular distn-
buli«-r . . e useful. 
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Note Added in Proof 

After completion of t h i s paper, i t was pointed out to the authors that 

the random-walk equation [our equation ( l ) j i s used in the STAPRE code 

to es t imate the preequi l ibr ium con t r ibu t ion to the f i r s t emission. See: 
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CHAPTER V 

VARIANCES AND COVARIANCES OF THE LIFETIMES IN THE PREEQUILIBRIUM 
EXCITON MODEL 

1. lotreduction 

In the previous chapter we have studied the random-walk model of pre-
compound decay and its relationship with the more common formulations 
of the preequilibrium exciton model. It was demonstrated that the ran
dom-walk approach provides a conceptually simple framework in which the 
details of the relaxation process can be conveniently studied by ex
ploiting the existing mathematical apparatus concerning random-walk 
problems. This investigation is continued in this chapter. We concen
trate here on the properties of the exciton-state lifetimes, the quan
tities needed for the evaluation of emission cross-sections. 
The starting point of our investigation is the preequilibrium master 
equation 

dq(n,t)/dt - \+(n-2) q(n-2,t) + X"(n+2) q(n+2,t) 

- [\+(n) + \"(n) + w(n)] q(n,t), (1) 

and its random-walk analogue: 

q(n,M+l) - \+(n-2) A-1(n-2) q(n-2,M) 
+ X°(n) A_l(n) q(n,M) 

+ \"(n+2) Л-1(п+2) q(n+2,M). (2) 

Here, M denotes the number of intranuclear collisions, Л(п) = [\+(n) 
+ \°(n) + \"(n) + w(n>], and q(n,t) and q(n,M) are the probabili
ties that the system is in state n at time t and after M collisions, 
respectively. 
In the exciton model one calculates the mean exciton-state lifetimes, 

00 

conventionally defined as x(n) = ƒ q(n,t)dt, which are required for the 
о 

computation of the emission croee-sections. 
In the random-walk model one needs the mean number of visits to a state 
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n defined in Chapter IV as t(n) « Z q(n.M), for the computation of the 
M-0 cross-sections. 

Here, we will derive expressions for the variances of and*the correla
tions between the exciton-state lifetimes. In sec. 2 this is done for 
the random-walk model. Section 3 discusses the results for the master-
equation exciton model. This discussion includes the generalized master 
equation [l,2] In its partial-wave form (Chapter II) describing pre-
equilibrium angular distributions of emitted particles. In sec. 4 we 
obtain simple analytical results for the "never-come-back" hypothesis 
(i.e., neglecting An e 0 and An = -2 transitions as is the practice in 
the hybrid model and in the so-called closed-form exciton model). 
In Appendix A a proof is given of a necessary and sufficient criterion 
for the equivalence of the random-walk and the master-equation exciton 
model. Once this condition is fulfilled, it becomes merely a matter of 
taste or convenience whether one wants to use the random-walk or the 
master equation. Finally, in Appendix В the exact expression for the 
mean lifetimes is derived from the time-Integrated master equation and 
compared with several expressions presently in use. 

2. Number of visits to exciton states 

In order to calculate variances and covariances we begin with explicit
ly stating the averaging procedure which is tacitly used in the exciton 
model. 
To count the number of visits to some state 1 by the nuclear system 
during its random walk, we introduce as a bookkeeping device the indi
cator function e(I,M), defining it equal to unity if the system Is in 
state i at step ( = collision) M, and zero otherwise. Throughout this 
chapter, matrix notation will be used with the index I - (n-n )/2+l, as 
in Chapter IV. 

Then Z t (i,M) is the total number of times the system visits 
M-0 

exciton state i. The mean number of visits t(i) is the average of the 
00 

function Z e ( i ,M) , detlned according to: 

00 00 

t ( i ) - < £ e(i,M)> = Z Z e(i ,M) q(j ,M). (3) 
M-0 j M-0 
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Note that<e(i,M)> » q(i,M). Denoting by P the transition matrix of 

the random walk as given by equation (2), we find for the mean number 

of visits to 1 (Chapter IV, equation (4.b)) 

t(i) - I q(i,M) » (I-P)T}. (4) 
M-0 

The usual initial condition, q(i,0) • 5 , has been adopted. 

The variances and covariances of the number of visits can now be found 

from the standard definition 

Covar (i,j) 

< Z e(i,M') Z e(j,M" ) > - < Z e(i,M')> < Z e(j,M") > 
M'-O M"-0 M'=0 M"«0 

OD 0» 

E £ [ П e(i,M') e(j,M") q(k' ,M';k",M")] - t(i) t(j), (5) 
M'»0 M"-0 k'k" 

where q(k',M'; k",M") stands for the joint probability. 

We observe that the expression in square brackets represents the proba
bility that the system is in state i at step M' and in state j at step 
M". 
It is obvious from the formal solution of the random-walk equation (2), 

M M 
a(M) » g a(0) or q(i,M) =* (P ).., that this probability equals 

M'—M" M" 
(P ) i , . (P ) x if M' > И" and 

M" -M' M' (P ) j 4 • (P ) n If M' < M". 

With some matrix algebra the covariance matrix У of the number of 
visits can be obtained. The final result is: 

Yij" V J I + V u • ünüji - V u ' (6 ) 
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where 

which is sometimes called the fundamental matrix of the random walk. 

Accordingly, for the mean number of visits we have t(i) = U » 
whereas its variance equals (2U , - I) t(i) - t2(i). p o r the 
never-come-back assumption the variance simplifies to t(i) - tz(i)» 
Results are shovn in table 1 for the reaction 93Nb+n at two differ
ent energies. At low incident energies the mean number of visits is 
seen to have a pronounced peak around the equilibrium exciton number n, 
defined by A (n) * Л (n). At higher energies this distribution becomes 
much broader. The standard deviations are small for the lowest exciton 
states and increase with exciton number, attaining values comparable to 
the mean for n*n. The table also illustrates that the never-come-back 
assumption leads to qualitatively different results except when n is 
close to n . When An=0 and An = -2 transitions are neglected, the only 
remaining source of uncertainty is the depletion due to emission from 
the states lying below the exciton state in question, and t(i) is 
simply the probability for reaching state i. For a given state i, the 
random walk reduces to a Bernoulli process with probability t(i) of 
success and probability l-t(i) of failure to reach state i. As is well 
known, its mean and variance are given by t(i) and t(i) [l - t(l)], 
respectively. 

3. Variances and covariances of exciton-etate lifetinea 

We turn now to the master equation (1) to derive the mean lifetime т(1) 
and its associated covariance matrix Z. Analogous to the procedure used 
in the previous section, we introduce an Indicator function e(i,t), 
defined to be equal to one for times t lying in those time intervals in 
which the system remains in state 1, and zero otherwise. Thus, e(i,t) 
selects those time intervals in which the system occupies the state i. 
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Table 1: Hean and standard deviation с the number of visits to exclton 
state n for 93Mb+n at E - 14.6 HeV and E - 50 HeV; nQ«3; 
n-14 at 14.6 HeV and n-22 at 50 HeV. 

Exci-
ton 
number 

3 
5 
7 
9 
11 
13 
15 
17 
19 
21 
23 
25 
27 
29 

E, - 14.6 HeV inc 

Full random walk 

Hean Standard 
deviation 

1.074 .282 
1.016 .741 
1.684 1.898 
9.704 13.63 
49.14 72.62 
111.6 168.5 
107.5 165.1 
43.20 68.16 
6.935 12.06 
.410 1.230 
.008 .115 

Never-come-back 

Hean Standard 
deviation 

1.0 0.0 
.794 .405 
.699 .459 
.652 .476 
.630 .483 
.620 .485 
.616 .486 
.614 .487 
.614 .487 

Es * 50.0 HeV inc 

Full random walk 

Hean Standard 
deviation 

1.020 .141 
.610 .557 
.389 .580 
.264 .565 
.194 .559 
.156 .583 
.139 .660 
.144 .852 
.173 1.248 
.201 1.731 
.177 1.829 
.102 1.312 
.035 .631 
.007 .217 

Never-come-back 

Mean Standard 
deviation 

1.0 0.0 
.576 .494 
.345 .475 
.214 .410 
.139 .346 
.094 .292 
.066 .249 
.049 .216 
.037 .189 
.029 .169 
.024 .153 
.020 .140 
.017 .129 
.015 .121 

The mean lifetime x(i) is 

CD 00 

x(i) -<ƒ e(i,t)dt> = Z ƒ dte(i.t) q(j,t), (8) 
0 j о 

from which it follows that 

T ( 1 ) " "Ail' <9> 
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where 4 denotes the transition-rate matrix of the master equation. 
Note that <e(i,t)> « q(i,t). 

For the covariance matrix we find with the help of the definition 
introduced above 

Z U - AlSAji + AjiAn " A u V (10) 

Hence, the variance of the lifetime is given by 

V(i) - 2A^x(i) - x2(i). (11) 

An exact evaluation of the inverse of the matrix A has been carried out 
in Appendix B. Inserting this result in equation (11) yields 

- i-1 . -1 
V(i) - TZ(i) {2[ П A* rkhk] - l}. (12) 

k*l 

Here, Г = [x+(k) + X~(k) + w(k)]"1. The quantities h contain the 
effect of the un=-2 transitions. 
They are given by the recursion relation 

hj - 1, (13a) 

W^^kWkl"1- (i3b) 

If Л transitions are neglected, all h. equal unity. From equation (12) 
it follows that the standard deviations are of the same order of 
magnitude as the mean lifetimes, or larger. 

Let us now consider the generalized master equation for preequilibrium 
angular distributions (Chapter II) 

dn£(n,t)/dt - p£X
+(n-2)nA(n-2,t) + и£Л~(п+2,пл(п+2,1) 

- [X+(n) + X"(n) + (1-u )X°(n) + w(n)K(n,t). (14) 
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Recall that the quantities n^(n.t) are the Legendre expansion coeffi
cients of q(n,Q,t), the probability that the system is in state (n,Q) 
at time t, and that the \ц are the eigenvalues of the intranuclear 
scattering kernel. To compute the cross-sections we need to evaluate 

m 

C.(n) = ƒ T).(n,t)dt, the partial-wave coefficients of the 
0 

mean lifetime of state (n,Q), x(n,Q) = ƒ q(n,Q,t)dt. 

0 

The calculation of the variances and covariances of these lifetimes 

is more involved than in the angle-integrated case. In order to retain 

flexibility in dealing with the initial condition, for which different 

choices exist in the literature, we consider the quantities 

Vn) - Si (n) /Vv с*0)* (15) 

Furthermore, it will be convenient to define 

A(z) = U P - I)A, (16) 

where P is the transition matrix of the random walk (2), and Л is the 
diagonal matrix containing the total decay rates A(i). Thus A(l) - A, 
the transition-rate matrix of the master equation (1), and 
A(u ) - В , the transition matrix of the generalized master equation 
(14). With regard to the angular-distribution coefficients the prob
lem arises that the method used for the angle-integrated lifetimes (see 
equation (8)) is not applicable. It is clear, however, that after M 

M intranuclear interactions r).(n,t) ~ \i. (see Chapter IV, equations 
(6) and (7)). But then one needs to know the probability that at time 
t precisely M interactions have occurred in the system. 
To this end we will take advantage of some ingredients of the equiva
lence proof given in Appendix A. 

A sketch of the derivation is given below. Let e(i,M,t) be the function 
being equal to one if the system, occupying state i, has undergone M 
collisions at time t, and zero otherwise. 
Then 

I (I) - <ƒ Z цМ e(i,M,t)dt>, 
A 0 M-0 I 

(17) 
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with the average defined as in equation (8). In addition we introduce 
the probability *i(M,t) that the system is in state i at time t after 
exactly N steps. 
This probability has the following properties 

q(i.O - E ф (M,t), (18a) 
M-0 l 

ƒ ф (M.t)dt - A"l(i) (P*1) • (18b) 
0 il 

We assume that the condition for equivalence of the random walk and the 
master equation is met, i.e., that the pausing time between two steps 
Is governed by a Poisson process with probability densities 

^(t) - Л(1) ехр [-A(i)t]. (19) 

We can now derive the variances and ::ovarlances from the usual defini
tions supplemented by equations (17)-(19). 
After some algebra we obtain for the covariance matrix 

Ztj(M,) » A^^A^J^^^A^pJj-Aj^^A^^) (20) 

If we replace y^ by unity, the angle-integrated result (10) is 
found. 

Table 2 contains results for the mean lifetimes and their standard 
deviations, as well as for the first-order Legendre coefficients, for 
the reaction ^3Nb+n at 14.6 MeV. 
The results of neglecting An-0 and Дп=-2 transitions are also given. A 
good approximation to the exact result Is obtained only for states with 
n«n_. The calculations verify that the standard deviations and the mean 
values of the lifetimes are indeed of the same order of magnitude. 
With increasing excitation energy the ratio of the standard deviations 
and the mean values of the lifetimes also increases. We also note that 
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Table 2: Mean and standard deviation of exciton-state lifetiaes and 

their first-order Legendre coefficients, for the reaction 

"Nb+ti at E * 14.6 MeV. Free nucleon-nucleon scattering 

has been assuaed. 

The lifetiaes are given in units of 10~22 s. 

Ex-

citon 

number 

3 

5 

7 

9 

11 

13 

15 

17 

19 

21 

23 

Angle-integrated case 

Full master 

equation 

Mean Standard 

deviation 

3.75 3.75 

5.51 6.78 

11.6 15.9 

76.0 110. 

407. 604. 

937. 1420. 

893. 1370. 

351. 556. 

54.9 97.7 

3.17 10.7 

.059 1.10 

Never coee 

back 

Mean Standard 

deviation 

3.74 3.74 

5.34 6.58 

7.51 10.3 

10.7 15.4 

15.8 23.3 

24.3 36.3 

39.7 59.5 

Legendre order £ = 1 

Full master 

equation 

Mean Standard 

deviation 

3.66 3.66 

3.24 3.85 

2.58 3.32 

1.81 2.45 

1.03 1.53 

.426 .779 

.112 .304 

.016 .084 

.001 .016 

Never coae 

back 

Mean Standard 

deviation 

3.74 3.74 

3.56 4.39 

3.34 4.58 

3.17 4.56 

3.12 4.60 

3.20 4.78 

3.49 5.22 
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the mean values and the standard deviations should be interpreted vith 
some care, since the corresponding distributions show a significant 
skewness, particularly for low values of the exciton number. 

4. tesults for the never coma back as • inapt loa 

Simple and instructive results are obtained when the and X 
transitions are neglected. In this case the covariance matrices derived 
in the previous sections can be calculated by hand. The well-known 
depletion factor [ 3] will turn out to be a basic quantity in the re
sults of this section. Returning to the usual notation in terms of the 
exciton number n, its definition is 

D(nQ) - 1, (21a) 

n-2 
D(n) - П [A (k)/(\4k) • w(k))]. (21b) 

k«n0 

Лк-2 

The matrices U and A (z) that are needed can be calculated by 
application of Cramer's rule. 

For the mean and the variance of the number of visits to exciton state 
n we obtain 

t(n) - D(n), (22) 

Var(n) - D(n) [l-D(n)]. (23) 

The only source of the variation is the depletion due to emission. 
The interpretation of these equations has already been discussed in 
sec. 2. In the general case the variance is increased as a result of 
the occurrence of An«0 and An—2 transitions. Numerical results are 
presented in table I. 

Undjr the assumption of "never-come-back" the covarlance matrix for the 
lifetimes reads 

Z i i ( V " ^ A ( i ) ] 2 C20!1"1)» <2*a> 
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z i j ( w i ) " 4 ( i ) C t ( J > < D j 1 _ l ) < l ч J>» < 2 4 b > 

2^(44) « Cft(i)Ct(J) (Djl-1) ( i j ) . (24c) 

Consequently, for the mean value of the Lifetime and its variance we 
have for the angle-integrated case 

T(n) - D(n)/A'(a), (25a) 

?(n) - D(n) [2-D(n)]/[A'(n)]2t (25b) 

where A*(o) = *+(n) + v(n). The results for the Legendre coeffi
cients of T(n,Q) are similar. Equation (25a) is the closed-form expres
sion for the aeaa lifetime as used in ref. {)]. Equation (25b) may also 
be obtained from equation (12); results are compared in table 2. 
From equations (25a) and (25b) it follows that the ratio of the stan
dard deviation and the mean value equals [(2-D(n))/D(n)j*. Thus, for 
n*n0 the standard deviation is exactly equal to the mean lifetime. 
For higher n it is larger, but it is still of the same order if D(n) 
is not too close to zero. The spread in the lifetimes is caused by: (i) 
the uncertainty in the number of visits to state n (cf. equation (23)) 
and (ii) the uncertainty in the pausing rime between two interactions. 
This additional uncertainty gives rise to the factor 2-D(n) in equation 
(25b), instead of l-D(n) *% in equation (23). For n«n the variance of 
the lifetime arises solely from the uncertainty in the waiting tine. 
For a Poisson process, as given by equation (19), the standard devia
tion is equal to the mean time A~l(n) between two collisions, thus 
explaining the result for <*~n-. 

The correlation between the lifetimes of two different exciton states 
n and m is given by 

Corr(n,m) - ( I H X » ) ) ^ , , ^ ^ ^ ^ . ^ ] , (n . ) . (26) 

Since 0 < D(m) < D(n) < I for n «, it follows that 

0 < Corr(n,m) < [l-D(n)|/[2-D(n)j < \. (27) 
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Figure 1 shows the accessible region for the correlation coefficients 

under the never-come-back hypothesis as a function of l-D(n), the frac

tion of deexcited nuclei at state n. 

0.00 0.25 0.50 075 1.00 

• ! - D ( n ) 

Fig. J: Correlation Corr(n,m) between exciton-state lifetimes as a 

function of the fraction l-D(n) of deexcited nuclei. The dots 

show the results of equation (26) for '%b+n at 14.6 MeV, 

for m~13 and n-3,5,...., 11 (indicated by circles). The crosses 

show the results for the full master equation. The shaded re

gion ehow e the range of the correlation coefficient according 

to the never-come-back hypothesis. 
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The dots indicate the results for Nb+n at 14.6 MeV, with n=n0, 
n +2, , m-2 and ra taken to be approximately equal to the 
equilibrium exciton number, whereas the crosses show the correlations 
in the case of the full master equation. Equation (27) demonstrates 
that the lifetimes of states for which the never-come-back approxima
tion is valid, i.e. of exciton states with n<< n, are r»nly weakly cor
related with all other exciton-state lifetimes. For states with n=n the 
correlations are significant (cf. figure 1). The correlation is always 
positive. These global conclusions with regard to the correlations of 
the lifetimes are clearly illustrated by figure 2. This figure also 
shows that for n e n the correlations are larger, whereas for n> n they 
become much smaller than is expected from the never-come-back assump
tion. 

We may add a general comment on the usefulness of the never-come-back 
hypothesis, which is employed by many authors. It is a widespread prac
tice to assume this approximation to be valid up to n=n. From the re
sults of both the previous and the present chapter, however, it follows 
that some care is needed. For the quantities of interest to the dynam
ics of the preequilibrium process and to the emission cross-sections, 
the results for the never-come-back assumption and the full master 
equation (or random walk) are clearly different except when the exciton 
number is very close to п.. In many cases an accurate approximation is 
obtained only for n=3 and n=»5. This applies to the mean values of the 
considered quantities as well as their variances and covariances. In 
this respect the validity of the never-corae-back assumption is very 
limited. Its usefulness only arises from the fact that in most 
practical situations the preequilibrium emission predominantly stems 
from the n»3 and n-5 exctton states. Accordingly, when summed over all 
exciton states, the errors are relatively small. 

A final note concerns the uncertainties in the emission crojs-sectionq. 
The results for these uncertainties are quite trivial. Let us consider 
a certain emission process x, where x is used as a general symbol for 
the outgoing particle type, or for some energy or solid-angle interval. 
According to the exciton model the mean cross-section for the process x 
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Fig. 2: Correlation between the lifetimes of exciton states n and m, for 'JNb+n at 50.0 MeV. The 
full master equation has been employed. The encircled number denotes the exciton number m. 
Only for odd exciton numbers n the correlation coefficients have a meaning. The lines are drawn 
to guide the eye. In this case, n„=3 and ne22. 
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is 

о - о £ v (n) т(п), (28a) x cf x n 

where о is the composite-formation cross section and w (n) is cf л 

the emission rate for the process x from the state n. The ratio 
ox/o may be considered to be the probability that the process 
x occurs. The variance of the cross-section is easily obtained by not
ing that we are dealing here with a Bernoulli process with probability 
°x/° f °^ euccess and probability l-ox/o of failure. 
Therefore the variance is given by 

Var(o ) = о (о г ~ ° ) ' (28b) 
X X Cf X 

This expression is valid botb for the master-equation model and the 
never-come-back approach. It may also be derived by a procedure similar 
to that used in this chapter with respect to the lifetimes. The above 
result corresponds to a single reaction. In experimental situations and 
in numerical simulations of precompound decay the mean cross-sections 
are determined by a large, but finite, number of composite-formation 
reactions. The variance of the mean cross-section then is given by 
Var(o )/N, where N is the total number of composite-formation reac
tions. The uncertainties considered in this chapter are entirely due 
to the stochastic nature of the models describing preequilibrium pro
cesses. The calculation of uncertainties in the lifetimes and cross-
sections resulting from other sources, e.g. uncertainties in the etris-
8ion or internal transition rates, requires a separate investigation. 

5, Summary 

We have investigated the variances and correlations of the lifetimes of 
the exciton states in the model of precompound decay. Random-walk meth
ods have been shown to be helpful. The mean values and the standard 
deviations of the lifetimes are comparable in magnitude. Three sources 
for the spread in the lifetimes have been considered: the depletion due 
to emission, the occurrence of Дп-O and An—2 transitions, and the 
uncertainty in the time interval between subsequent intranuclear inter
actions. The large uncertainties are not specific to the model of pre-
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equilibrium emission, but are quite typical for most random-walk prob
lems. The correlations between the exciton-state lifetimes are shown 
to be significant only for states near the equilibrium exciton number. 
The lifetime correlations for the states that contribute most to the 
preequilibrium emission are weakly positive. The uncertainties in the 
emission cross-sections arising from the stochastic nature of precom-
pound decay simply correspond to those of a Bernoulli process. 
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APPENDIX A 

ON THE RELATION BETHEEN RANDOM WALKS AND MASTER EQUATIONS 

Let us consider temporally homogeneous processes on a one-dimensional 
discrete state space, governed by a master equation of the type 

a(t) - A g(t), ( 1 ) 

or by a random-walk equation 

q(M+l) - P q(M). (2) 

The present discussion is not restricted to nearest-neighbour transi
tions (i.e., tridiagonal transition matrices A and P). It is also valid 
for open systems (£A, . < 0 or EP < 1). 

i J i 1J 

We suppose that the walker takes his steps at random times t , 

t„, , t„, with the random variables T, • t., T_ = t„-t., 
L N 1 i JL L 1 

T„ = t -t„ , governed by a set of probability densities {¥.(T)}, 
M M M—i i 
which may depend on the position i of the walker. 

We shall prove the following assertion. 

The solutions of the master equation (1) and of the random-walk equa

tion (2) in continuous time are identical at all times if and only if 

the following conditions hold: 

^(t) - K± ехр(-Л^), (За) 

and 
A " (P-Pu» <3b> 

where Л is the diagonal matrix with elements Л . 
-1 * A 

Л. is the first moment of Y.(t), i.e., the average time between two 
steps. Condition (3a) states that the waiting time between two steps 
is governed by a Poisson process. 
The above assertion was proved by Bedeaux et al. [l] for the case 
?l(t) - ¥(t) for all i. With respect to precompound decay, however, 
their proof should be generalized to probability densities that depend 
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on the lattice point i considered. 

The proof proceeds as follows. The formal solution of the master equa

tion (1) is 

At 
q(i,t) = e= q(i,0). (4) 

The generating function is defined by the Laplace transform 

q(i,u) = ƒ e"Ut q(t,t)dt = (u-A)"1 q(i,0), (5a) 

and the corresponding Green's function of the master equation is 

Gi:J(u) - (u-A)"
1 6tj. (5b) 

The solution of the random walk (2) in continuous time is formally 

given by 

q(i,t) - Z ф (M,t), (6) 
M=0 

where 4>£(M,t) is the probability that the walking system, being at i, 
has made exactly M steps at time t. This probability has to be express

ed in terras of the probability densities {^(t)} and the formal solu

tion of the discrete-time random-walk equation (2): 

q(i,M) - PM q(i,0). ( 7 ) 

To this end, we introduce the probability density ^(M.t) that the 

walker makes the M-th step from the lattice point i at time t. 

(thus, Vi(l,t) = 4*1(0). Furthermore, we introduce the probability 

X.(t) that the walker, being at i, stays at this position during a time 

interval t. Then 

X,(t) = 1 - ƒ f.(T)dT - ƒ *.<T)dT. (8) 
0 t 

For 4i(M,t) we find the recurrence relatione 
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t 
ï (M,t)q(i,M-l) = ƒ f (x) E P f.(N-l,H)q(j,M-2)di, 
1 O j J J 

Y1(l,t) =¥ i(t), Y1(0,t) = 6(t). (9) 

The result for 4>i(M,t) Is 

<t»>(M,t) - ƒ v (t-t)ZP ï (M,x)q(j,M-l)dx. (10) 
1
 0 l j J J 

Here, we are dealing with convolution integrals, which can be solved by 

means of Laplace transforms. 

Defining the Laplace transform 

¥ (u) = ƒ e"Ut T (t)dt, (11) 
0 

and taking advantage of the properties of convolutions under Laplace 

transforms, we obtain: 

X±(u) = u'^l-^u)], (12) 

ï1(Mfu)q(l,M-l) - ̂ ( u ) I P ¥ (M-l,u)q(j,M-2), 

^(l.u) - У±(и), Y1(0,u) - 1, (13) 

ф±(М,и) - Xi(u) E ?±i ïj(M,u) q(j,M-l), (14) 

q (i,u) - Z ф,(М,и). (15) 
M-0 

In terms of T,(u) equation (13) becomes 

T (M,u)q(i,M-l) - f (u) Z ... Z R R 
Jl JM-1 M~J M _ 1 M" 2 

R, , q(j,,o), (16) 
J2J1 1 
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where 

Rlj E Pij V U >' °7a) 

or in matrix notation 

E - Ê e, 

with D representing the diagonal matrix with elements Y.(u). 

Equation (16) may then also be written as 

^(M.u) q(i,M-l) = ^ ( и ) Z (RM_1)i;j q(j,0). (18) 

Combining equation (14) with equations (12), (17) and (18) we find 

"I- Г ,- -v Л (19) ф (M,u) - u E [(I-D) R ] q(j,0). 
j J 

From equations (15) and (19) we finally obtain 

q(i,u) - u'1 E (I-D)RM q(i,0) - [u-(P-I)D(i_n)-1
u]-1

q(i>0), (20a) 
M=0 

and the corresponding Green's function of the random walk in continuous 
time is: 

G'j - [u-(P-I) Dil-D)" 1^" 1 6±j. (20b) 

Comparing equations (5) and (20), we see that the solutions of the 
master equation and of the random walk in continuous time are identical 
at all times if and only if 

A » (P-I)A, (21a) 

where Л is a diagonal matrix with elements 

A± - \SiM/[l -?1(u)]. (21b) 



This yields upon inversion 

which is the expression for a Poisson process with intensity Ai. 

This completes the proof. 

The above conditions are fulfilled fol the random-walk and master-equa- 

tion formulations of precompound decay, if one takes for the inverse of 
+ 0 

the mean time between two collisions A(*) = X (n)+A (n)+X-(n)+w(n). 

The extension to the generalized exciton model is straightforward. The 

result derived here demonstrates the equivalence of the standard exci- 

ton model and the Monte-Carlo approach to precompound decay of Gudima 

et al. [2], who employ equation (21c) for the waiting-time distribu- 

tion. The same applies to the random-walk method used in the STAPRE 

code [3] for the preequilibrium part of the emission. 

As has been correctly pointed out by Luk'yanov et al. [4], the fact 

that An = 0 transitions are present can only be seen from the average 

intercollisfon time ~-l(n). They do not enter the expressions for 

the mean lifetimes. 
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ter equation ( I ) :  exciton state IS  

For the elements of B one finds 

B,, = T,h,. 

and for C one has 

Thus, in Eq. (4) we are dealing with the product of an 
upper and a lower triangular matrix. The inverse of 
the transition matrix A is wholly filled which ma- 
them~tically expresses the fact that all possible ex- 
citon states (including the high ones) contribute to 
the occupation of thc n-th exciton state. 
Equations (4) and (5) suggest an easy method for the 
computation of mean lifetimes (compare [3]) Re- 
turning in the following to the standard notation in 
terms of the exciton number n. and denoting by N  
the maximum exciton number, we easily find 

For j = N the product within the parentheses is to be 
replaced by a factor one. The remaining mean li-  
fetimes can successively be obtained from the time- 
integrated master equation 

where n , s n s N - Z  and t ,%+,=O.  
These two equations constitute a fast and exact al- 
gorithm holding for any initial condition. This com- 
putation method does not work well only i f  the initial 
configuration of the system is a state where the 2-  
transitions dominate the ;.+-transitions and the emis- 
sion rates, i.e. a state with n>n, the equilibr~um 
exciton number. This being a rather unphysical situa- 
tion in precquilibrium decay reactions. there seems to 
be no need to employ approximations like closed- 
form expressions or related procedures. * 
I t  is instructive to write down the full solution for the 
common initial situation (q,,),=ci,,,,. I f  we adopt this 
initial configuration the mean lifetime of the n-th 

where for n = n , ,  the first product is to be replaced by 
a factor one. and for n = A' the summation equals 
zero. 
The summatien dearly arises as a consequence of the 
competition of A n =  - -7 transitions with 3n = +-7 
transitions in the higher states throughout the 
equilibration process. whereas the first product de- 
scribes the depletion in the levels below n. The new 
quantities denoted by h arc. in general. not equal to 
one (see Eq. (3.b)). These quantities are related to the 
fact that the system may reach a certain exciton level 
along many different paths. which leads to a change 
in ;be lifetimes. 

3. Approximative Closed-Form Expressions 

To solve the master equation in closed form. i . .  

present several methods are employed which are 
based upon simplifying assumptions introduced to the 
starting equation ( I ) .  In this section. we shall com- 
pare some of these procedures with the analytical 
solution obtained in Sect. 2. by deriving from it clos- 
ed-form estimates in various orders in i . For sim- 
plicity. we shall confine ourselves to the usual initial 
condition. i s . .  to Eq. ( 8 ) .  
Neglecl of A n  = - 2 transitions results in the zeroth- 
order approximation with respect to the ;. - 
transitions. We have then 

and Eq. ( 8 )  transforms to 

This formula is identical with the frequently used 
closed-form expression as given in [2J. Here. only the 
depletion due to emission in the states below n is 
taken into account. 
Next, we turn to the first order in i . Expanding the 
hopping factor /I,, we get 



whereas I t , ,  - I .  The result for the mean lifetime of 
the state with n  excitons is 

Equation (12) represents a new closed-form ex- 
pression which includes all possible ;. -transitions in 
first order. In this order. the competition between 
= - 3 and A n =  + 3 transitions is consistently ac- 
counted for. The formula suggested by Wu and 
Chang [!I is an approximation to Eq. (13) because it 
only contains the term in the summation with k = n .  
Accordingly, their formula only covers part of this 
competition. viz. the contribution that stems from the 
(n+ 2)-th exciton state. (In general. however. this con- 
tribution will be the most important one). A similar 
remark applies to the steps of the iteration procedure 
outlined by DobeS and Btt6k [ S ]  for a general start- 
ing configuration. 

4. Conclusions 

In summary. we have indicated a fast and simple 
procedure that yields an exact determination of mean 
lifetimes within the framework of the exciton model. 
This method is valid in case of an arbitrary initial 
condition which is of importance when discussing 
rndti-particle or gamma-ray emission. The approach 
described in this paper clarifies some of the assump- 
tions made in existing formulations and shows that 

approsimrtrions in i l u d  rot111 m i  hc ~ieri\cd in a 
more rigorous manner. In addition. duc to the fact 
that tridiagond matrices may also describe the 
angular distributions of emitted nwleons [7]. thc 
proposed method extends to the aniilysis of angular 
distributions [ X I .  The inclusion of .lr1=0 transition3 
which then is necessary does not present a difficult 
problem. 
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* 
In t h e  code PREANG and t h e  code sys tem PRANG t h e  above a l g o r i t h m  h a s  been 
r e p l a c e d  by t h e  a l g o r i t h m  g i v e n  by e q u a t i o n s  (20) and ( 2 1 )  o f  Chap te r  11. 
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